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On a precise check of the standard model in an
experiment with a 90Sr beta source
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A discussion is given on the prospects for making a precise determina-
tion of the value of sin2uW (uW is the Weinberg angle! and for improv-
ing the sensitivity of the search for the antineutrino magnetic moment
to '1.5310211mB and for the ñe↔ ñx mixing parameter to sin22u

'1022 by measuring in a single experiment the cross sections forñee

scattering for the reactionñep→e1n. Such an experiment with
;100 000 events/yr detected for each reaction can be carried out, for
example, using the BOREXINO detector and an approximately 10 MCi
90Sr source. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00107-8#

PACS numbers: 12.10.Dm, 14.60.Lm, 14.60.Pq, 13.101q, 27.60.1j

In this paper we discuss the prospects for checking the standard model of
troweak interactions and the search for phenomena outside the limits of the initia
mises of the model in an experiment with electron antineutrinos from a90Sr beta source
and an expected counting rate of more than 100 000 events per year fromñee scattering
and from the reaction

ñe1p→e11n. ~1!

The standard model actually remains unverified in its initial and theoretically w
understood sector of first-generation leptons. In nuclear-reactor experiments theñee scat-
tering cross section is at present measured with a relative error of;50% ~see, for
example, Ref. 1!.

A neutrino could possess a magnetic moment of the order of 10211mB ,2,3 which is
many orders of magnitude larger than the value admitted by the standard mode
discovery of such a moment in a laboratory experiment would have important co
quences for particle physics and astrophysics. The limitm<2310210mB ,4 which is still
far from the desired range of values, has been obtained using the reactors in Rov
Krasnoyarsk.

The new possibilities which are discussing in the present letter are due to a re
tion that is now occurring in the technology of detecting the scattering of neutrino
electrons and the inverse beta decay reaction~1!. The crux of this revolution is a large
4530021-3640/98/67(7)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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increase in the volume of the liquid organic scintillator, serving as the target for ne
nos, together with a decrease of the background level.

The BOREXINO detector, to be built in the underground Gran Sasso Laborato
intended for studying the soft part of the solar neutrino spectrum by detecting s
electrons fromñee scattering in the recoil energy range.250 keV. It is expected5 that
the background of solitary events will reach the unprecedentedly low level of;10 events
per day~for 100 tonnes of scintillator!. The plan is to use the BOREXINO detector a
the Kam-LAND detector~the useful mass of the liquid scintillator is 1000 tonnes!, which
is now under construction in Japan, to detect reactor antineutrinos at distances o
dreds of kilometers from the reactors and also to begin studying the uranium and th
concentrations in the earth by detecting antineutrinos from beta decay of their dau
products. The expected counting rates of the events due to the reaction~1! which were
found in Ref. 6 are presented in Table I.

The experiment discussed in the present letter has an important feature: A
become evident from the discussion below, its results will be, to a first approxima
independent of the source activity, the geometry of the experiment, and even the ab
electron and proton densities in the target.

DETECTOR AND SOURCE

In the BOREXINO detector~see Fig. 1! the target for antineutrinos is a liqui
organic scintillator which is viewed by photomultipliers through a 2-m layer of oil se
rated from the scintillator by a transparent film. Theñee scattering events will be detecte
from the solitary recoil electrons, while the inverse beta decay events will be det
from positron–neutron pairs which are correlated in time and space. The construct
the Kam-LAND detector is close to that shown in Fig. 1, but there is still some que
as to whether or notñee scattering can be detected.90Sr (En max5546 keV,T1/2528.6 yr!
decays to the ground state of90Y (En max52279 keV,T1/2564 h!, which with a 99.988%
probability populates the ground state of the stable90Zr nucleus, so that there are tw
antineutrinos per90Sr decay.

Two circumstances make this source especially attractive. First, it can be us
generate bothñee scattering and inverse beta decay events, and, second, such sourc
produced commercially in Russia and some other countries and are used as a so
heat in radioisotope thermoelectric generators. This latter circumstance is very imp

TABLE I. Number of ñee scattering and inverse beta decay events expected per year in the wo
volumes of the BOREXINO detector~300 tonnes! and Kam-LAND detector~1000 tonnes! from distant
reactors, the Earth’s radioactivity~U/Th; Ref. 6! and from a90Sr source.

Antineutrino BOREXINO1) Kam-Land1)

source ñee
2) ñep→e1n ñee

2) ñep→e1n

Reactors 2 27 2 770
U/Th 2 9–60 2 41–150
90Sr, 10 MCi 2503103 1903103 3503103 2703103

Notes: 1!The distances from the source to the center of the BOREXINO and Kam-Land detectors are 10
15 m, respectively.2!In the recoil electron energy interval 250–1500 keV.
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for practical realizability of the experiment which we are discussing here. To produ
10 MCi source it is necessary to assemble a bank of;80 standard 2-liter containers wit
a total energy release of about 75 kW. The source in the working position at the de
must be surrounded with an approximately 500 g/cm2 thick shield in order to absorb th
bremsstrahlung. We note the possibilities of producing a90Sr source and utilizing it in
neutrino physics experiments were studied earlier in Refs. 7.

WEINBERG ANGLE, NEUTRINO MAGNETIC MOMENT OSCILLATIONS

1. We shall use the following expression for the differential cross section of
weak ñee scattering~see, for example, Ref. 2!:

dsW

dT
5gF

2 m

2pF ~112x2!2~12T/E!214x222x2~112x2!
mT

E2 G , ~2!

whereE and T are the antineutrino energy and the electron kinetic energy,gF
2(m/2p)

54.31310245 cm2/MeV, x25sin2uW50.232, andm is the electron mass.

The cross section of the reaction~1! is given by8

s~E!59.556310244
886

tn
@~E2D!22m2#1/2~E2D!~11d!cm2, ~3!

whereE, D51.293, andm are expressed in MeV, the correctiond!1 takes into accoun
the effects of recoil and weak magnetism and a radiation correction, andtn is the lifetime
of a free neutron in seconds. The numerical coefficient in Eq.~3! is now known to within
;0.15%. It can be expressed in terms of the combinationGV

213GA
2 of vector and axial

beta-decay constants.

In the spectrum of the Sr–Y source the detected energy of the positrons from
reaction~1! lies in the range 1.02–1.48 MeV. The netrons upon capture in hydro
release an energy of 2.23 MeV.

FIG. 1. BOREXINO detector~diagram!: 1 — liquid organic scintillator~300 tonnes!, 2 — transparent film,3
— shielded source,4 — oil, 5 — metal sphere holding photomultipliers,6 — water.
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The recoil-electron spectrumSW for ñee scattering due to the weak interaction a
the numberNnp of events from the reaction~1! which are measured in the experiment c
be written as

SW5CWnegF
2F~T,sin2uW!, Nnp5Cnpnp~GV

213GA
2 !s, ~4!

whereCW andCnp are coefficients which depend on the source strength and the geom
andne andnp are, respectively, the number of electrons and protons in the volume.
function F(T,sin2uW) and the factors are obtained by convolving the cross sections~2!
and~3! with the antineutrino spectrum of the source. Hence one can see that the spe
SW normalized to the number of events due to the reaction~1!,

SW/Nnp;
gF

2

GV
213GA

2
F~T,sin2uW!

ne

np
, ~5!

can be expressed in terms of the fundamental constants of the weak interaction a
ratio of the number of electrons and protons in the volume and is independent o
source activity and the geometry of the experiment.

2. The expected number of recoil electrons fromñee scattering in the energy interva
250–1500 keV is presented in Table I, while their energy spectrum is presented in
2a. The relative distortion produced in the spectrum by a65% change in the value o
sin2uW used in Eq.~2! is shown in Fig. 2b.

The statistical error in determining sin2uW will equal ;0.5%. However, if the nor-
malization ~5! is used and it is assumed that the ratione /np will be known to within
0.5%, then the error in determining sin2uW will increase to;1%. Here it is pertinent to
present a result obtained in the CHARM-II experiment, studying the scattering of m
neutrinos by electrons, where 5.5 thousand events were detected: sin2uW50.2324
62.5% ~stat.! 62.5% ~syst.!.9

3. The existence of a neutrino magnetic momentm52.5310211mB would change
the spectrum in the manner shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 2b. Estimates sho
when the normalization~5! is used, the limit of detection ofm should be;1.3

FIG. 2. a — Expected recoil-electron spectrum from scattering of antineutrinos from a90Sr–90Y source. b —
Relative change produced in the spectrum by a65% variation of the parameter sin2uW ~solid lines! and by
including a neutrino magnetic momentm52.5310211mB ~dashed line!.
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310211mB , which should lower the existing limit for the electron neutrino by a factor
15. For muon neutrinos the best limit on the magnetic moment was obtained in Re
m,7.4310210mB .

The question of the search for a neutrino magnetic moment with the aid o
BOREXINO detector and a51Cr neutrino source was studied in Ref. 11. With the e
pected sample of 1400 events the authors anticipate a sensitivity of 5310211mB .

4. The survival probability of a neutrino with energyE at a distanceR from the
source is given by the expression

P~ ñe→ ñe!512sin2 2u•sin2S 1.27Dm2~eV2!R~m!

E~MeV! D , ~6!

where sin22u is the mixing parameter,Dm25um1
22m2

2u, andm1 andm2 are the masses o
the interfering states. The second term in Eq.~6! gives the probability of the appearanc
of next-generation neutrinosñm,t or sterile neutrinos. The neutrinosñm,t that appear are
scattered by electrons on account of the neutral current, but they vanish completely
the inverse beta decay detection channel. Analysis of this situation could yield
information and will be performed elsewhere.

Here we shall consider the case where oscillations can appear in the form
periodic spatial modulation of the smoothly decaying~with increasing distance from th
source! field of detected inverse beta decay reaction events. The distance betwe
neighboring maxima is determined from the condition 1.27Dm2l n /E5p and the degree
of modulation equals sin22u. For estimates, we can takeE'2.1 MeV, which corresponds
to a narrow range of energies from the threshold of theñe reaction to the90Y spectrum
limit, so that l n'5.2/Dm2 m. In the regionDm2.4 eV2, or l n,1.3 m, the periodic
structure starts to broaden on account of the spatial resolution, while forDm2,0.7 eV2

the structure no longer fits within the working volume. We note that the characteristi
this structure — the period and amplitude — are determined only by the paramet
the oscillations.

The problem of the interaction of an electron neutrino with an electron arose,
well known, in the mid-1930s and it has never been studied experimentally. Only
has it become possible to study this problem at the modern level of understanding.
as neutrino oscillations are concerned, it seems that the approach discussed h
greatly increase the sensitivity to the mixing parameter in the regionDm2.0.3 eV2 as
compared with nuclear-reactor experiments12 and accelerator experiments, excluding
the latter case only the ‘‘appearance’’ experiments onñm→ ñe ~Ref. 13!.

We thank O. Za�midorog and A. Starostin for helpful discussions and I. Machu
for assistance. This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Res
Grants 97-02-16031 and 96-15-96640.
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Search for anomalous transmission of ultracold neutrons
through metal foils

Al. Yu. Muzychka and Yu. N. Pokotilovski a)

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, 141980 Dubna, Moscow Region, Russia

P. Geltenbort
Institute Laue–Langevin, B. P.156 F-38042, Grenoble, France

~Submitted 23 February 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 7, 440–444~10 April 1998!

Results are presented on the search for anomalous transmission of ul-
tracold neutrons~UCNs! through beryllium ~thickness;0.14 mm!,
stainless steel (0.05 and 0.015 mm!, and copper (0.01 and 0.018 mm!
foils. This anomalous transmission is considered to be a possible reason
for the disappearance of UCNs from beryllium bottles, an effect which
was discovered in experiments at the St. Petersburg Nuclear Physics
Institute and which was recently observed in the experiment of V. E.
Varlamovet al., JETP Lett.66, 336~1997!. No transmission was found
in our measurements at the 1027 level except in the case of copper
foils, which we attribute to the presence in the UCN flux of an admix-
ture of neutrons with energies higher than the boundary energy for
copper. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00207-2#

PACS numbers: 25.40.Dn

1. INTRODUCTION

The storage times of ultracold neutron~UCNs! in closed volumes or, equivalently
the anomalous losses of UCNs upon reflection from the inner surfaces of UCN
present a well-known and long-standing puzzle. The most surprisingly large discre
in the experimental and predicted loss coefficients was observed for the most prom
materials for high UCN storage times: cold beryllium1 and solid oxygen.2 The anomaly
observed in Refs. 1 and 2 consists in an almost temperature-independent~in the tempera-
ture interval 10–300 K! wall loss coefficient (;331025), corresponding to an extrapo
lated inelastic thermal neutron cross sections* ;0.9 b. This experimental figure for B
is two orders of magnitude greater than the theoretical one, the latter being comp
determined at a low temperature by the neutron capture in Be~0.008 b!. The experiment/
theory ratio for a very cold oxygen surface achieves three orders of magnitude.2 The
approximate universality of the loss coefficient for beryllium and oxygen, and the i
pendence of the Be figures of temperature, forces one to suspect a universal rea
this anomaly. A series of experiments to find the channel by which UCNs leave the
are described in Ref. 1. None of the suspected reasons has been confirmed:
contamination by dangerous elements with large absorption cross sections, penetra
4590021-3640/98/67(7)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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UCNs through possible microcracks in the surface layers of Be, the hypothetical pr
of milliheating of UCNs due to collisions with a low frequency vibrating surface, and
upscattering of UCNs due to thermal vibrations of the wall nuclei.

Recently an experiment was published3 describing the observation of subbarri
penetration of UCNs in the energy interval;(0.5–1.8)31027 eV through a rolled be-
ryllium foil. The thickness of the foil was 56mm, and the calculated boundary energyEb

for beryllium according to the usual formulaEb52p\2Nb/m, whereN is the atomic
density andb is the coherent scattering length, is 2.431027 eV. The measured penetra
tion probability per UCN collision with the foil surface was found to be (561)31027,
which is in serious contradiction~is many orders of magnitude greater! with the simple
quantum mechanical calculation of the probability of subbarrier penetration. The aut3

think that the observed phenomenon may have close relation to the aforemen
anomaly in the measured UCN loss coefficients.

There are several possible causes of the observed effect.

1. Penetration through the foil by UCNs with energies higher than the boun
energy for beryllium. These UCNs could survive in the storage chamber for com
tively long times on some trajectories. While interesting in itself, this phenomenon
hardly be regarded as radically new.

2. Subbarrier UCN penetration through matter due to some new mechanism, e
the type proposed recently in Ref. 4. According to this mechanism the subbarrier
tum particles diffuse through a very long~in comparison with the wavelength! distance as
a result of neutron incoherent scattering inside the matter~in Ref. 3 the productkL>5
3103, wherek is the neutron wave vector in vacuum, andL is the foil thickness!. This
phenomenon is new, and unusual, and hitherto inexplicable in the framework of the
accepted~see Ref. 5 and references therein! quantum theory of multiple scattering o
waves and particles in application to neutrons.

3. Weak UCN heating~acquiring of energy of the order of the UCN energy or le!
during collisions with the chamber walls. In this case the measured effect has une
edly high probability, since numerous calculations show that with a probability th
orders of magnitude greater the UCNs must be heated to an energy range close to t
temperature. The trivial effect of acquisition of energy due to wall mechanical vibra
was excluded according to the arguments of Nesvizhevsky.b!

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The measurements were performed on the test channel of the UCN turbine sou
the Laue–Langevin Institute~ILL !.6 The layout of the experiment is shown in Fig.
UCNs spread over the stainless steel cylindrical neutron guides1 ~60 mm in diameter!
and collided with the surface of the foil3, which tightly seals off the UCN path to th
UCN detector4. It was possible to change the UCN spectrum at the foil by the chan
the heighth of the part of the guide containing the foil. In some experiments an a
tional UCN scatterer5 (;0.1 mm Be layer deposited on the surface of a 50mm Al foil !
was placed near the foil. It was supposed that if the anomalous transmission is the
of weak~of the order of UCN energy! upscattering, the insertion of the scattering spe
men with the enlarged surface would increase the transmission effect. The scatter
the form of a corrugated ribbon rolled into a spiral with an overall area of;600 cm2.
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The density of the UCN flux at the foil was measured with the3He proportional
counter4 through a small 0.5 cm2 hole in the membrane placed in the foil position. T
counter background count rate depended on the width of the pulse amplitude windo
was equal to (6.561.8)31025 s21 when only the total energy peak in the count
spectrum is taken into account~64% of the counter neutron response total pulse sp
trum!, and to (1.1260.22)31024s21 for a part of the pulse spectrum;2.5 times wider.

The UCN spectrum in the chamber in the vicinity of the foils was not measu
directly but was estimated from height–energy considerations: i.e., after passing th
the vertical~or inclined! section of the neutron guide all the UCNs have a change
energy ofgh, whereg is the acceleration of gravity andh is the height difference. The
important feature of experiments with UCNs is the fact that the spectra of neu
emerging from the neutron guides transporting the UCNs from the moderators t
experimental installations usually contain a significant admixture of neutrons with h
energies. This unwanted flux of more energetic neutrons is often many times greate
the flux of UCNs. There are some cases in which the presence of neutrons with en
higher than some strictly determined critical energy~superbarrier neutrons! is detrimental
to the correct interpretation of the experiment. The experiments described here bel
this class — it is important to be confident that the measured flux of transmitted neu
is not caused by the transmission of UCNs which have energies higher than the bou
energy of the reflecting surface and which penetrate deeply into the bulk of the
substance. The same applies to experiments searching for the anomalous upscatt
subbarrier UCNs. In both of these cases superbarrier neutrons might imitate the
being sought. For example, a 1% admixture of the superbarrier neutrons with en
surpassing the boundary energy by 1% percent gives, for an isotropic angular distri
of incoming neutrons, a probability of penetration into the bulk as high as 131024.

Over the years, different devices have been used for preliminary preparation
UCN spectrum before allowing neutrons to enter the experimental chambers. The t
such devices was to restrict, as much as possible, the access of UCNs with en
higher than some critical energy into the irradiation chamber and to let UCNs with lo
energies pass with the smallest losses. The general idea of such devices con
arranging some kind of geometric labyrinth or trap for UCNs, in which the more e

FIG. 1. The scheme of the experiment for the search for the anomalous transmission of UCNs throug
foils: 1 — vacuum stainless steel neutron guides, 60 mm in diameter,2 — spectral filter for UCNs3 — foil 4
— detector of UCNs (3He proportional counter! 5 — additional UCN scatterer.
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getic neutrons will ‘‘die out’’ at a higher rate due to their larger probability of penetra
the bulk and being captured in the wall. A quantitative analysis of the merits and dem
of different kinds of such devices has been published Ref. 7. In the experiments des
we used one of these UCN ‘‘filters’’~2 in Fig. 1!.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We obtained the following results for the penetration probabilityT of subbarrier
UCNs through foils. For the UCN spectra in the energy range@0,;90 neV#: T5(20.8
61.6)31027 for Be foil, T5(1.0561.6)31027 for stainless steel foil 15mm thick, and
T5(21.1861.4)31027 for stainless steel foil 50mm thick.

For the UCN spectra in the energy range@0,;160 neV#: T5(1.061.2)31027 for
Be foil, andT5(22.761.5)31027 for stainless steel foil 15mm thick.

The transmission measurements for copper foils gave the following results fo
UCN spectrum in the energy range@0,;90 neV#: T5(2.660.4)31025 for copper foil
10 mm thick, andT5(1.1960.09)31025 for copper foil 18mm thick.

For the UCN spectrum in the energy range@0,;160 neV#: T5(7.560.6)31025 for
the copper foil 10mm thick.

The placing of the additional UCN scatterer 5 in the UCN flux in the vicinity of
copper foil decreased the measured transmission. For the UCN energy interval@0,;90
neV#: T5(1.6760.28)31025 for copper foil 10mm thick, and for the UCN energy
interval @0,;160 neV#: T5(5.860.8)31025 for copper foil 10mm thick. At this stage
we are unable to rule out the possible presence in the neutron flux of UCNs with en
higher than the boundary energy for copper (;165 neV!, which could propagate throug
the copper foils.

One of the possible reasons for nonobservation of UCN transmission through B
stainless steel foils in our measurements~if this phenomenon does exist at all! may be the
higher UCN loss probability in our foils. The other difference consisting in the lo
detector position in our measurement~in Ref. 3 the UCN detector was placed at the sa
level as the foil! does not seem essential.

Figure 2 shows the results of Monte Carlo simulations of the UCN detector (3He
counter with aluminum membrane! efficiency for two different positions of the detecto

FIG. 2. Results of Monte Carlo simulations of UCN detector (3He counter with aluminum membrane! effi-
ciency for two different positions of the detector in respect to the foil position: dashed line — horizonta
and solid line — at a level 60 cm lower, and for two different probabilitiesh of diffuse reflection of UCNs
during their transport from the foil to detector through the stainless steel neutron guide of diameter 60 mm
h50.1; b —h50.5.
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in respect to the foil position: a horizontal one, and one at a level 60 cm lower, an
two different probabilities of diffuse reflection of UCNs during their transport from
foil to detector through the stainless steel neutron guide of diameter 60 mm. It is see
the efficiencies do not differ significantly over all the energy interval except for the
energy part~below ;60 neV!, where the lowered detector has higher efficiency.

We are grateful to V. V. Nesvizhevsky, V. N. Shvetsov, and V. E. Varlamov
informing us of some of the details of their experiment.3 The authors thank H. Yust o
ILL for his valuable technical help during the performance of the measurements. We
express our appreciation to the ILL reactor staff.

a!e-mail: pokot@nf.jinr.ru
b!V. V. Nesvizhevsky, private communication.
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Comments on preliminary data on the reactions e1e2

˜f˜gf 0„980…˜gp0p0

N. N. Achasova) and V. V. Gubinb)

S. L. Sobolev Institute of Mathematics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of
Sciences, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

~Submitted 20 February 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 7, 445–449~10 April 1998!

Preliminary data on the reactionse1e2→f→g f 0(980)→gp0p0 to-
gether with data onpp scattering and the reactionsJ/c→fp1p2 and
K2p→p1p2(L,S) are analyzed. The analysis shows that the mass of
the f 0(980) meson ismf 0

5950 MeV, andBR(f→g f 0→gp0p0).1
31024, indicating that thef 0(980) resonance is of a four-quark nature.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00307-7#

PACS numbers: 13.65.1i, 14.40.Cs, 13.25.Ft, 13.85.Hd

The unusual properties ofa0(980) andf 0(980) mesons have been attracting inten
attention for decades. It is well known that the standard quark model does not de
the properties of these scalar mesons~see, for example, Ref. 1!. At the same time, all of
their unusual properties can be naturally explained on the basis of the four-quarkq2q̄2

MIT bag model2 ~see Ref. 1!. Moreover, in addition to theq2q̄2 model other possibilities
are being discussed in the literature: theKK̄ molecule model3 and thess̄model for thef 0

meson.4 As was shown in Refs. 5–8, radiative decays of thef mesonf→g f 0→gpp
andf→ga0→ghp can serve as an excellent criterion for selecting different model
the f 0 anda0 meson structure. In this connection, an active experimental investigatio
these decays is already being conducted at the operational VEPP-2M accelerator co
~Novosibirsk! with a spherical neutral detector~SND! and a cryogenic magnetic detect
~KMD-2!, and plans are being made for such investigations at thef factory DAFNE
~Frascati! and at CEBAF~USA!. Preliminary data on these decays have already b
obtained~see Ref. 9!. It follows from experiments thatBR(f→gp0p0)5(1.160.2)
31024 andBR(f→gph)5(1.360.5)31024 for photon energiesv,200 MeV, indi-
cating aq2q̄2 nature of thea0 and f 0 mesons.5,8 The quite large statistical sample mad
it possible to construct the spectrum of pions in the reactione1e2→f→gp0p0. The
experimental data for this reaction were analyzed9 with the aid of the formula~seeg(m)
and details in Refs. 5 and 8!

dsf

dm
;

vug~m!u2

uD f 0
~m!u2

A12
4mp

2

m2
, ~1!

wherem is the mass of thepp system,s is the square of the total energy of thee1e2

beams, the photon energyv5(s2m2)/2As, and 1/D f 0
(m) is the f 0 meson propagator:
4640021-3640/98/67(7)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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D f 0
~m!5mf 0

2 2m21(
ab

@Re Pf 0

ab~mf 0

2 !2Pf 0

ab~m!#. ~2!

The sum(ab@Re Pf 0

ab(mR
2)2Pf 0

ab(m)# contains corrections for the finite decay width

the resonance which are due to thepp, KK̄, hh, hh8, etc. channels. Forab pseudo-
scalar mesons andma>mb , m2.m1

2 we have

Pf 0

ab~m!5
gf 0ab

2

16p Fm1m2

pm2
ln

mb

ma
1rabS i 1

1

p
ln

Am22m2
2 2Am22m1

2

Am22m2
2 1Am22m1

2 D G . ~3!

An expression forPf 0

ab(m) for other values ofm can be obtained by analytical continu

ation.

Fitting the formulas written out above to the experimental data on the rea
e1e2→f→gpp gave the following parameters for thef 0 meson:9

mf 0
595068 MeV, gf 0K1K2

2 /4p5~2.360.5!GeV2,

gf 0p1p2
2 /4p5~0.460.1! GeV2, ~4!

which corresponds to theq2q̄2 model.5,8 The effective width of thef 0 meson for these
parameters isGeff.60 MeV ~see Ref. 8 for the definition of the effective width!. We note
that for this fitx254.6 with 7 degrees of freedom.

The comparatively lowf 0 meson mass obtained from the fit elicited debate at
HADRON-97 conference, where it was noted that the valuemf 0

5950 MeV is much
lower than the value given by the Particle Data Group.10 However, it should be remem
bered that in contrast to the Particle Data Group value, the mass presented in Eq~4! is
determined in the spirit of field theory, i.e., as a zero of the real part of the inv
propagator~just as, for example, is the mass of theZ0 boson! and, accordingly, it is a
physical mass resonance. At the same time, for the fit~4! the position of the pole of the
propagator lies at the pointmf 0

p 50.9882 i0.08 GeV, which is in excellent agreement wi

the Particle Data Group data.10

However, there is a different problem. An isolated resonance with massmf 0
5950

MeV, as represented in the fit~4!, cannot describe thepp scattering data, even if an
elastic background with an additional phaseu.80290° is taken into account. A
‘‘heavy’’ f 0 meson with massmf 0

5980 MeV can describe thepp scattering data in the
interval 0.7,m,1.1 GeV, with only the elastic background taken into account. In or
to describe thepp scattering data with a lighterf 0 meson, an additional resonance —
s meson — must be introduced.

On this basis we present the results of an analysis of the spectrum in the re
e1e2→f→gpp, including a concurrent two-channel description of the spectrum in
reactione1e2→f→g( f 01s)→gpp, and thepp scattering data. Moreover, we sha
analyze the agreement between the parameters of thef 0 meson and other known exper
mental data — data on the production of thef 0 mesons inJ/c decays and data on th
reactionK2p→p1p2(L,S).
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Our analysis is based on previous work~see Refs. 1 and 8!. We describe thepp
scattering data by a two-channel model where, besides thef 0 meson, a wide (Gs.300
MeV! relatively heavy (ms.1.5 GeV! resonance is present. To fit thepp scattering data
we represent thes-wave amplitude of the reactionpp→pp with I 50 as the sum of an
inelastic resonance amplitudeTpp

res , in which we shall take into account the contributio
of f 0 ands mesons, and the elastic background amplitude1,8

T~pp→pp!5
h0

0e2id0
0
21

2irpp
5

e2idB21

2irpp
1e2idBTpp

res , ~5!

where

Tpp
res5(

RR8

gRppgR8pp

16p
GRR8

21
~m!. ~6!

The phasedB of the elastic background is taken in the formdB5urpp , where u
.60°. The matrix of the inverse propagatorGRR8 has the form

GRR8~m!5S D f 0
~m! 2P f 0s~m!

2Ps f 0
~m! Ds~m!

D .

The off-diagonal elements ofGRR8(m) are transitions due to mixing of resonances a
result of a final-state interaction, arising in the presence of the common decay cha
R→ab→R8. We shall write them in the form1,8

PRR8~m!5(
ab

gR8ab

gRab
PR

ab~m!1C, ~7!

where the constantC effectively takes into account the contributions from the interm
diate statesVV, 402, etc. and also includes the subtraction constant for the transit
R→(0202)→R8. In the four-quark model we assume that these constants are fre
rameters. In the present work, we take into account only thepp and KK̄ intermediate
channels in the inverse propagator matrix; the other channels have virtually no effe
the results.

A concurrent fit of thepp scattering data and the mass spectrum in the reac
e1e2→f→g( f 01s)→gpp ~see Fig. 1! gave for the mass spectrum in the reacti
e1e2→f→gpp the best fitx256.2 and thef 0 meson parameters

mf 0
5950 MeV, gf 0K1K2

2 /4p52.25 GeV2,

R5gf 0K1K2
2 /gf 0p1p2

2
53.5, ~8!

and an effective width of thef 0 mesonGeff.80 MeV. The relative decay probability
BR(f→g( f 01s)→gp0p0)51.03 in the intervalv,200 MeV. The position of the
pole in the propagator for the parameters~8! is mf 0

p 50.9982 i0.14 GeV. We note that we

were not able to achieve a satisfactory concurrent description of the data for the m
mf 0

.960 MeV. Formf 0
5960 MeV ~in this caseR54.0, while all other parameters ar

the same! we obtainedx258.6. The total number of parameters in our model is 7, and
perform a fit of three characteristics — phase and inelasticity of thepp scattering and
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the mass spectrum in the reactione1e2→f→gpp ~the total number of points is 110!.
The quantityx2 is presented only for thepp spectrum in the reactionf→gpp. There-
fore our analysis gives virtually the same parameters as Eq.~4!.

Moreover, in order to clarify the question of whether or not the data obtained
our fit agree with other experiments we analyzed the mass spectrum in the region
f 0 meson in the decayJ/c→fp1p2 ~Ref. 11!. In this decay the mass spectrum
determined by the expression8

FIG. 1. Result of the fit for the parametersmf 0
50.950 GeV,ms51.38 GeV, gf 0K1K2

2 /4p52.25 GeV2,

gspp
2 /4p51.8 GeV2, C520.34,R53.5, andu543°: a — phased0

0; b — inelasticityh0
0; c — mass spectrum

in the reactione1e2→gpp.
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dNpp

dm
5C

m2G f 0pp~m!

uD f 0
~m!u2 UDs~m!1~11j!P f 0s~m!1j~gspp /gf 0pp!D f 0

~m!

Ds~m!2P f 0s
2 /D f 0

~m!
U2

~9!

and contains only two unknown parameters:j — the relative weight of the direct pro
duction of thes meson andC — the overall normalization constant. Making the
according to these parameters we found that the mass spectrum is described satisf
by the parameters found from the preceding fit~Fig. 2!. For the set of parameters corre
sponding to the massmf 0

5950 MeV we obtainedx2519.7 ~23 points! with j50.1 and
C59.0. For the set of parameters corresponding to the massmf 0

5960 MeV we have
x2527.3.

Thus theJ/c→fp1p2 decay data confirm the valuemf 0
5950 MeV. We note that

the J/c→fp1p2 decay data are not described by a singlef 0 meson with the mass
mf 0

5980 MeV, but they are described by anf 0 resonance with massmf 0
5950 MeV.

We performed a similar analysis of thepp spectrum in the reactionK2p
→p1p2(L,S).12 The mass spectrum in this reaction is also determined by expres
~9!. There are fewer data for the reactionK2p→p1p2(LS) than for the decayJ/c
→fp1p2, and for this reason they are not sensitive to the mass of thef 0 meson. For
example, we obtained the same valuex2529 for the parameters corresponding to bo
mf 0

5950 MeV and formf 0
5985 MeV. We note that for a singlef 0 resonance the

K2p→p1p2(LS) data are likewise insensitive to the mass of thef 0 meson.

In summary, the spectrum obtained forpp mesons inf decay,f→gp0p0, agrees
well with other experiments, while the relative decay probability confirms the hypoth
that thef 0 meson is of a four-quark nature.

a!e-mail: achasov@math.nsc.ru
b!e-mail: gubin@math.nsc.ru

1N. N. Achasov, S. A. Devyanin, and G. N. Shestakov, Usp. Fiz. Nauk142, 361~1984! @Sov. Phys. Usp.27~6!,
161 ~1984!#; N. N. Achasov and G. N. Shestakov, Usp. Fiz. Nauk161, 53 ~1991! @Sov. Phys. Usp.34, 471
~1991!#.

2R. L. Jaffe, Phys. Rev. D15, 267, 281~1977!.

FIG. 2. Mass spectrum in the reactionJ/c→fp1p2, C59.0,j50.1; all other parameters are the same as
Fig. 1.
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Photoselective laser photo-ion microscopy with 5 nm
resolution

S. K. Sekatski ,a) D. V. Serebryakov, and V. S. Letokhov
Institute of Spectroscopy, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142092 Troitsk, Moscow R
Russia

~Submitted 19 February 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 7, 450–454~10 April 1998!

Spectral selectivity has been attained in the method of field-ion micro-
scopy with a spatial resolution of about 5 nm and time-of-flight deter-
mination of the photo-ion masses. Light-absorbing CdSxSe12x nano-
crystals in a transparent glass matrix are detected by irradiating field
tips made from red light filters with copper-vapor laser radiation. The
nanocrystals appeared in the photo-ion images as bright spots on a dark
background. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00407-1#

PACS numbers: 07.79.Lh

The method of field-ion atom probe microscopy, which makes it possible not on
investigate with atomic resolution tips made of different metals and alloys but als
identify single atoms evaporated from a tip by their time-of-flight to a detector, is no
generally recognized and, in many ways, an unique method for analyzing different
lems in materials science, metallurgy, semiconductor physics, and so on~see, for ex-
ample, Ref. 1 and reference cited there!. The possibilities of this method have bee
greatly expanded by the use, since the 1980s, of pulsed lasers for irradiating the
interest: pulsed heating of tips by laser irradiation induces pulsed field evaporatio
desorption from them, which makes it possible both to improve the temporal~and there-
fore mass! resolution of the method and to extend the range of samples accessi
investigation.

However, all works performed by the atomic probe method using pulsed lasers
conducted with strongly and ‘‘nonselectively’’ absorbing samples~metals, alloys, semi-
conductors which strongly absorbing the radiation employed, thick films of dye depo
on the metal tips, and so on!, whose heating leads to ‘‘structurally and elementa
nonselective’’ field desorption~evaporation! of the sample material. The old and muc
promising idea of laser-selective photo-ion projection microscopy, based on sele
single- or multistep photoionization and photodetachment of selected molecules or
light-absorbing fragments of large molecules~chromophores!2 has remained unrealized

In the present letter we report the attainment of real spectral~laser! selectivity in the
method of laser projection photo-ion microscopy. The photo-ion images were obtain
irradiating tips, prepared from red light filters, with pulsed copper-vapor laser radia
Local heating of light-absorbing CdSxSe12x nanoparticles in a transparent glass mat
4700021-3640/98/67(7)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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resulted in a local field evaporation of atoms from neighborhoods of these part
making it possible to observe individual nanoparticles in the form of bright spots
dark quasiuniform background.

The layout of the laser photo-ion microscope is presented in Fig. 1. The s
microscope that we used previously for observing singleF2 color centers at the points o
LiF tips was used.3,4 The main differences were that in the present work we employe
pulsed copper-vapor laser~pulse repetition frequency 8.8 kHz, pulse duration 18
power up to 5 W, lasing wavelengths 511 nm~60%! and 572 nm~40%!!, that photo-ions
rather than photoelectrons were detected, and that a simple scheme was develo
recording the tip-to-detector time of flight of the ions. The experimental tips were
pared by etching fragments of red light filters~KS-11 and KS-15 optical colored glass! in
concentrated or diluted~to a concentration of 10–20%! hydrofluoric acid. Prior to etch-
ing, the samples of light filters were subjected to thermal heating in a muffle furnace
temperature of 700–800 °C for 5–7 h in order to obtain a sample with a known ave
radius of CdSxSe12x microcrystallites — it is known that such annealing makes it p
sible to bring the average radius up to 10–20 nm and larger.5,6

The laser radiation was focused into an areaS.0.1 mm2 on a tip. The input of the
detector, an assembly consisting of a microchannel plate~MCP! and phosphorescen
screen, provided by the Hamamatsu Photonics Company~Japan!, was grounded, and a
constant voltageU in the range 01 20 kV was applied to the tip. The images obtain
were photographed with a CCD camera and analyzed in a specialized Argus-50 pro
manufactured by the Hamamatsu Photonics Company.

The radial electric field directs the emitted particles of massM toward the detector,
where an image of the tip enlarged by a factorK5L/gr is formed1 (L is the tip–detector
distance,r is the radius of curvature of the tip, andg is a numerical factor equal to
1.5–2!. The spatial resolutiond of the microscope is determined by the average kine
energy of the emitted particles in a direction transverse toE0 and equals1

d.4grAE0

eU
. ~1!

For field-ionization imagesE0 is determined by the tip temperaturekT, E0.kT,1 so that

FIG. 1. Diagram of a laser photo-ion projection microscope:1 — Power supply for the copper-vapor laser,2 —
pulse generators,3 — pulsed power supply for the detector.
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for T.400 K ~see below!, r 5400 nm, andU510 kV we obtaind.5 nm. The time of
flight t of a particle of massM from tip to detector equals,1 to a high degree of accuracy

t5LA M

2eU
. ~2!

To record the time of flight of the ions we employed for the MCP a pulsed po
supply, provided by the Hamamatsu Photonics Company, that made it possible to
the MCP for a time as short as 100 ns in order to detect a signal. Using delay gene
the moment at which the MCP was opened was set with a controllable delay with re
to the start of the laser pulse to an accuracy not worse than 100 ns.

The photo-ion image of the point of a needle made from a fragment of KS-11 g
is displayed in Fig. 2a. The photo-ion fluxNph.ion increased rapidly and nonlinearly wit
increase of both the irradiation intensityI and the tip voltageU, and in the absence o
laser radiation it was not detected in the entire range of tip voltages. Figures 3a a
show Nph.ion(I ) and Nph.ion(U), respectively. The indicated nonlinear dependences
typical for experiments on field-ion atom probe microscopy and can be explaine
stimulation of field evaporation/desorption from the tip as a result of heating of the ti
laser radiation.1

Figure 2b shows the photo-ion image obtained of the same tip in the pulsed re
with the following parameters: The MCP was opened for 300 ns to detect a signal 7
after the laser pulse. One can see that a large fraction of the clearly distinguished
seen in Fig. 2a are present in this image.

No sharp structure was seen in the images obtained in the detection window w
delay from 0 to 600 ns with respect to the laser pulse and in windows opened forms
and longer after the laser pulse, though a weak structureless photo-ionic image co
identified against a noise background with long-time accumulation in these dete
windows also. Proceeding from Eqs.~2!, this attests to the fact that the image obtain
was formed by relatively heavy ions with masses in the range 100–200 amu, whi
light ions, such as Na, Si, SiO, and SiO2, observed previously in field-ion microscopy o
transparent optical~chromium coated! glasses and giving rise to their photo-ion image7

did not make a large contribution to the photo-ion images of the red light filters. H
Cd ions~112 amu, time of flight 760 ns!, CdS~144 amu, 860 ns!, and CdSe~191 amu, 1
ms!, whose field evaporation can be expected in our case by analogy to many well-k
works on laser desorption from CdS, CdSe, and similar materials~see, for example, Ref
8 and the references cited therein!, should reach the detector in the indicated range
delay times. The ‘‘background’’ photo-ion images can be explained, in all probability
a steady heating of the sample by the copper-vapor laser, which has a very high
repetition frequency.

The works devoted to analysis of the temperature increase of absorbing impu
heated by laser pulses~see, for example, Ref. 9! give the following estimate of the
maximum heating of an inclusion with radiusR as a function of the irradiation intensit
I :

DT5
Is

4pRx
. ~3!
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FIG. 2. Laser-stimulated photo-ion image of a KS-11 glass tip with a radius of curvature of the order o
nm: a — obtained in the entire range of delay times with respect to the laser pulse, b — obtained in the range
of delay times 700–1000 ns.
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Heres is the light absorption cross section of the impurity andx is the thermal conduc-
tivity of the transparent matrix. If the quantitys is estimated by the simplest formula

s.pR2
•kR5pkR3, ~4!

then for an inclusion with of radius of 10 nm we obtains.3310213 cm2 ~here k
.105 cm21 is the linear absorption coefficient of the impurity material!. Substituting the
average data9 for glassesx.0.01 V/cm•K, we obtain forI 533107 V/cm2 andDT580
K. We note that the estimate~4! is valid if the pulse durationtpulseis greater than the time
required to establish the temperature in the matrix9 t5rcR2/px560 ps, which certainly
holds under our conditions.~Herer;3 g/cm2 andc;0.6 J/g•K are typical ‘‘average’’
values of the density and specific heat of glass.10!

Thus, the heating of relatively large absorbing CdSxSe12x nanocrystals is not very
large. Nonetheless, as follows from the practice of field ion atom probe microscopy,1 it is
sufficient to stimulate field evaporation of atoms from impurities. It should also be n
that since the geometry of our problem is substantially different from the case o
‘‘absorbing inclusion in an infinite volume,’’ the heating can also be much greater
that given by Eq.~3! — see Ref. 11. Since the heating of inclusions is all the greater
larger their diameterR ~from Eqs.~3! and~4! follows DT;R2), evidently, only relatively
large CdSxSe12x nanocrystals will be clearly seen in our projection photo-ion mic
scope, just as happens in reality.

In summary, the data presented attest to the fact that laser~spectral! selectivity in the
method of field ion atom probe microscopy has indeed been achieved — only
absorbing CdSxSe12x inclusions were visualized by irradiating the experimental samp

In closing, we thank N. S. Kopylov for assisting in the heat treatment of the sam
of red light filters, A. L. Ivanov and V. O. Kompants for assisting in the work with
lasers, and the Hamatsu Photonics Company~Japan! for providing the experimenta
equipment. This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Resear
the US Department of Defense.

FIG. 3. Photo-ion currentNph.ion versus: a — the tip potential~irradiation intensity 33107 V/cm2) and b —
irradiation intensity~tip voltage 9.9 kV!.
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On the interrelation of the characteristic scales of
depolarization and decorrelation of optical fields under
multiple-scattering conditions

D. A. Zimnyakov and V. V. Tuchina)

Sarotov State University, 410026 Saratov, Russia

~Submitted 27 February 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 7, 455–460~10 April 1998!

The interrelation of depolarization and decorrelation of optical fields in
multiply scattering Brownian media is studied on the basis of the notion
of the probability density of optical path lengths of the partial compo-
nents of the scattered field under multiple-scattering conditions. To
describe such media a universal parameter that is independent of the
density~concentration! of scattering particles is introduced — the char-
acteristic correlation time. Experimental results obtained with aqueous
suspensions of polystyrene beads as model media are presented which
demonstrate the constancy of this parameter at different concentrations
of scattering particles. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00507-6#

PACS numbers: 42.25.Fx, 42.25.Ja

Stochastization of the space–time fluctuations of coherent optical fields in inh
geneous media under multiple-scattering conditions is manifested in the existen
specific effects~coherent backscattering as well as angular and temporal correlatio
amplitude and intensity fluctuations of the scattered fields!. Some of these effects~for
example, coherent backscattering! can be interpreted as classical analogs of the quant
mechanical phenomenon of weak localization.1 The spatial and temporal correlations
amplitude and intensity fluctuations describe the statistical properties of random int
ence structures, or speckle fields, formed as a result of superposition of the partia
ponents of the scattered field during the propagation of coherent beams in stat
dynamic multiply scattering media. The depolarization of scattered radiation obs
under multiple-scattering conditions and manifested as a decrease in the degree o
ization of the scattered field as compared with the initial degree of polarization o
probe beam is due, just as the decorrelation of the spatial-temporal fluctuations
amplitude and intensity, to stochastization of the directions of the wave vectors for p
components of the fields which are formed as a result of a large number of scat
events.

The interrelation of the processes of decorrelation and depolarization of op
fields during their propagation in multiply scattering media can be analyzed usin
notion of the probability densityr(s) of the optical path lengths of the partial comp
nents of the scattered fields. This probability density is introduced on the basis
4760021-3640/98/67(7)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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random walk model describing the statistical properties of the scattered fields.2 In the
limiting case when the source and detector of the radiation are isotropic and pointlik
the radiation propagates diffusively in the scattering medium,r(s) can be represented2 in
the simple analytical formr(s)5(3/4psl* )3/2 exp(23ur2r 8u2/4sl* ), where l * is the
transport length determined as the characteristic spatial scale of stochastization
propagation directions of the partial components of the optical field, andur2r 8u is the
source–detector distance. The diffusion approach neglects the anisotropy of the a
distributions of the components of the scattered field for a single scattering event a
as the contribution to the resultant filed from the unscattered component and the c
nents formed as a result of a small number of scattering events. In consequenc
expression presented is inapplicable in the case whenl * ;ur2r 8u. At the same time, the
increase in the contribution of the unscattered component and the components cha
ized by small numbers of scattering events to the formation of the scattered field
intermediate regionl * Þur2r 8u can be taken into account by making a certain modifi
tion of the functionr(s). Specifically, a variant of such a modification, in which
expansion of the probability densityr(s) in spherical harmonics is used to take accou
of the effect of the anisotropy of the angular characteristics of the single-scatt
process on the formation of the scattered field under conditions when the transport
l * is comparable to the dimensions of the scattering medium, was studied in R
and 3.

For multiply scattering ensembles of moving noninteracting particles it can
shown in the random walk model that the normalized temporal autocorrelation fun
of fluctuations of the scattered field at a fixed observation point can be represente
modified Laplace transform of the probability densityr(s):

g1~t!5E
0

`

exp$22B~t!k0
2s/ l * %r~s!ds, ~1!

where the functionB(t) determines the mean-squared displacement of the scatt
particles over the observation timet, andk0 is the wave number of the probe beam.
the particular case of ensembles of Brownian particlesg1(t) can be represented a
follows ~see, for example, Ref. 4!:

g1~t!5E
0

`

exp$22tsDsk0
2/ l * %r~s!ds, ~2!

whereDs is the diffusion coefficient of the scattering particles.

Proceeding from general notions about the process of depolarization of radiat
a result of multiple scattering, the degree of polarization of the scattered field can a
represented as an integral transform of the probability densityr(s) of the optical path
lengths of the partial components:

P5E
0

`

w~s!r~s!ds. ~3!

Using as a basis the results presented in Refs. 5 and 6, in the analysis below w
employ an exponential kernel in the integral transform~3!: w(s);exp(2s/zi), where the
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parameterz i ( i 5C, L) is determined by the characteristic scale of the depolarizatio
a probe beam with initial linear (L) or circular (C) states of polarization. As a result, th
expression for the degree of polarization assumes the form

Pi5E
0

`

exp~2s/z i !r~s!ds. ~4!

Comparing expressions~2! and ~4!, we can introduce the quantitytcd

5 l * /2z iDsk0
2, the value oft at which, if it is assumed that the kernels of the integ

transforms~2! and ~4! are exponential, the values of the normalized autocorrela
function of the fluctuations and the degree of polarization of the scattered field are
to each other. It is easy to see that the quantitytcd5 l * /2z iDsk0

2, which can be loosely
designated as the characteristic correlation time, is a universal parameter of a m
scattering Brownian medium which does not depend on the concentrationc of the scat-
tering particles~since l * ;c21 and z i;c21 simultaneously! and is determined only by
the optical properties of the scatterers. As a consequence of the hypothesis th
kernels of the integral transforms in expressions~2! and ~4! are identical functions ofs,
the universality of the parametertcd should also be manifested in its independen
within wide limits, of the conditions under which the correlation–polarization experim
is performed~geometry of the scattering medium, angle of introduction of the pr
beam and detection of the scattered radiation, and so on!, which influence only the form
of r(s). Figure 1 illustrates the method of determiningtcd for multiply scattering Brown-
ian media with different concentrations of scattering particles.

The absence of a concentration dependence of the characteristic correlation ti
multiply scattering Brownian ensembles of noninteracting particles was checked i
periments with model media — aqueous suspensions of polystyrene beads with dia
of 0.46 and 1.07mm. A plane-parallel cylindrical glass cell, 10 mm thick and 70 mm
diameter, was filled with the experimental aqueous suspension and used as the sc
object. An single-mode argon laser~wavelength 514 nm! was used as the source of th
linearly polarized probe beam. A laser beam 0.7 mm in diameter was introduced in
experimental medium perpendicular to the flat surface of the cell. The forward-sca
radiation was detected in the paraxial region of the illuminating beam with the aid
single-mode optical fiber~5 mm in diameter, numerical aperture 0.16!. The distance
between the fiber end and the exit surface of the cell was equal to 10 mm. A pol
was inserted between the cell and the end of the optical fiber in order to measu

FIG. 1. Method for determining the characteristic correlation time for multiply scattering Brownian med
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degree of polarization of the scattered radiation. In the experiments, a Hamamats
120 photomultiplier operating in the photon-counting mode was used as a photode
The correlation analysis of the intensity fluctuations was performed with a BIC-9
digital correlator~Brookhaven Instruments, USA!. The values of the modulus of th
normalized autocorrelation function of the field were reconstructed using the Si
relation7 from the normalized autocorrelation functions of the intensity fluctuations m
sured without a polarizer between the cell and the end of the fiber. The degr
polarizationPL of the scattered field for a fixed concentration of scattering particles
determined from the experimentally measured average values^I i& and^I'& of the inten-
sity of the linearly polarized components of the scattered field with mutually orthog
directions of polarization~the direction of polarization̂ I i& is the same as that of th
beam introduced!: PL5(^I i&2^I'&)/(^I i&1^I'&). The maximum concentrations of th
aqueous suspensions investigated in our experiments were determined on the ba
maximum admissible error of 20% for determining the degree of polarization of
scattered field forPL.0.07–0.08. The values oftcd were determined by the metho
illustrated in Fig. 1 for the dependencesug1(t)u reconstructed according to the Siege
relation using the measured values of the degree of polarizationPL . Moreover, measure
ments of the half-widthDt0.5 of the normalized autocorrelation function of the fluctu
tions were performed. Figure 2 shows a logarithmic plot of the experimentally mea
concentration dependences oftcd andDt0.5.

Analysis of the experimental data shows that in the experimental range of co
trations of the aqueous suspensions of polystyrene beads the concentration depen
are close to power-law functionsDt0.5;c2a. The exponentsa in the power-law func-
tions approximating the experimental values ofDt0.5 in Fig. 2 are'2.21 and'1.96 for
polystyrene beads of diameters 0.46mm and 1.07mm, respectively. These values are
satisfactory agreement with the valuea52 obtained in the diffusion approach. Speci
cally, as was shown in Ref. 2, for example, for an optically thick layer of thicknesL
consisting of Brownian scattering particles and for isotropic point source and dete
the normalized autocorrelation function of the intensity fluctuations of the forw
scattered coherent radiation has the formg2(t);11exp@22ADsk0

2tL/ l * #. Since l *

FIG. 2. Concentration dependences of the characteristic correlation time and half-width of the autocorr
function of intensity fluctuations for aqueous suspensions of polystyrene beads: a — bead diameter 0.46mm; b
— bead diameter 1.07mm.
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;c21, we obtain in the present caseDt0.5;c22. The closeness to 2 of the values ofa
obtained can be interpreted as an indirect confirmation of the fact that a mul
scattering regime of the probe radiation obtains in our experiments, despite the rela
low concentrations of polystyrene beads, and can be satisfactorily interpreted on the
of the diffusion approach.

The experimental data~the data pointss andd in Fig. 2! confirm the conclusion,
based on the hypothesis that the kernels of the integral transformations~2! and ~4! have
the same form, that the values of the characteristic correlation time for Brownian mu
scattering media are constant for the scattering-particle concentrations investi
Thereforetcd can indeed be regarded, in a certain sense, as a universal optical para
of multiply scattering media that does not depend on the concentration of eleme
scatterers and is determined only by the ratio of the characteristic scales, obtain
averaging over an ensemble of scatterers, for the decorrelation and depolarization
optical field and by the diffusion coefficient of the scattering particles.

It should be noted that a small systematic decrease of the characteristic corre
time with increasingc is observed for the 1.07mm polystyrene beads. This could be du
to the different behavior of the kernels of the integral transforms describing the dep
izing and decorrelating properties of the scattering media in the approach studied
The correlation timetcd equals 1.0460.03 ms and 0.7760.11 ms for the 0.46mm and
1.07mm particles, respectively. Proceeding from the values obtained, we calculate
ratioszL / l * of the characteristic scale of the depolarization of linearly polarized radia
to the transport length. For the types of particles investigated here we used the dif
coefficients obtained by interpolation from initial values ofDs presented in Ref. 8 for
polystyrene beads with diameters of 0.137mm, 0.300mm, and 0.807mm were used. The
values employed for interpolation were obtained in the present work by treating the
adjustable parameters in fitting the results of the correlation experiment. The calcul
gave the resultszL / l 0.46mm* '3.44 andzL / l 1.07mm* '8.73. These values were compar
with the values presented in Ref. 6, which are obtained as a result of statistical simu
and experimental investigations of the depolarization of semiconductor laser radiati
aqueous suspensions of polystyrene beads. The values ofjL / l were estimated for the two
types of particles employed (jL / l'6 for 2a51.07 mm and jL / l'13 for 2a
'0.46mm) from the dependence of the depolarization parameterjL / l presented in the
present work on the wave parameterk0a (a is the radius of a scattering particle andl is
the mean free path length for the scattering medium, introduced on the basis o
diffusion approach! using the wavelength of the laser radiation in water~0.385mm!. The
parameterjL , introduced to describe the depolarizing properties of multiply scatte
plane-parallel layers, equals (zLl /3)1/2 ~Ref. 6!. Substitution and calculation givezL / l
'1.03102 for particles 0.46mm in diameter and'6.03102 for particles 1.07mm in
diameter particles. Using for the ratio of the transport length to the mean free pat
value l * / l'26 calculated in Ref. 9 according to Mie theory for particles 0.46mm in
diameter and for a wavelength of 514 nm, we obtain from the data of Ref. 6 the est
zL / l 0.46mm* '3.80, which is close to the valuezL / l 0.46mm* '3.44 obtained in our experi
ments. The values ofl * / l were not determined for the 1.07mm particles. Nonetheless
since this ratio tends to increase with wavelength, acceptable agreement of the two
should be expected in this case also.

In summary, the interrelation of the characteristic decorrelation and depolariz
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scales of optical fields for multiply scattering Brownian media is expressed in the e
ence of a generalized parameter of the medium — a characteristic correlation time — tha
does not depend on the concentration of scattering particles. The proposed met
correlation–polarization analysis of scattered optical fields on the basis of measur
of this parameter can be recommended for use together with the conventional o
methods for investigating multiply scattering media in order to obtain additional in
mation about their optical properties.

These investigations were supported in part by CRDF Grant RB1-230.
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Is the Abrikosov model applicable for describing
electronic vortices in plasmas?

A. V. Gordeev and S. V. Levchenko
Kurchatov Institute Russian Science Center, 123182 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 26 February 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 7, 461–466~10 April 1998!

A new model of electronic vortices in plasma is studied. The model
assumes that the profile of the Lagrangian invariantI , equal to the ratio
I 5V/n of the electronic vorticity to the electron density, is given. The
proposed approach takes into account the magnetic Debye scaler B

.B/4pen, which leads to breakdown of plasma quasineutrality. It is
shown that the Abrikosov singular model cannot be used to describe
electron vortices in plasmas because of the fundamental limitation on
the electron vorticity on the axis of a vortex in a plasma. Analysis of
the equations shows that in the model considered for the electronic
vorticity, the total magnetic flux decreases when the sizer 0 of the
region in which IÞ0 becomes less thanc/vpe (vpe is the electron
plasma frequency!. For vper 0 /c!1, an electronic vortex is formed in
which the magnetic flux decreases asr 0

2 and the inertial component
predominates in the electronic vorticity. The structure arising as
vper 0/c⇒0 is a narrow ‘‘hole’’ in the electron density, which can be
identified from the spectrum of electromagnetic waves in this region.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00607-0#

PACS numbers: 52.20.2j

1. The model of electronic vortices that came into wide use after the publicatio
Abrikosov’s paper1 has been used for a long time in plasma physics. The fundam
nature of the vortex structure is due to the fact that in the absence of collision
vorticity

V5B2
c

e
@¹3p# ~1!

satisfies a conservation law2,3

]V

]t
5@¹3@v3V##. ~2!

One can see that in this case the integral*Vd2r , where r is the vector in a plane
perpendicular to the directionV andB, is conserved. However, the conservation law~2!
asserts somewhat more: the possibility of local conservation and displacement
vorticity in space are analogous to charge and mass.
4820021-3640/98/67(7)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Especially simple is the point-vortex model introduced in electrodynamics
type-II superconductors:1

c2

vpe
2

DB2B52Ad~r !, ~3!

which follows from Eq.~1! for V;d(r ) @note: D is the Laplacian operator#. Here the
constantA is determined by the properties of the medium. The Abrikosov vortex
become a classic object and has been confirmed in numerous experiments.4,5

The model~3! is often used to describe electronic vortices in plasma~see, for
example, Ref. 6!. The divergence of the magnetic field that occurs at the axis accor
to Eq. ~3! is eliminated in superconductors because of the fact that in the vortex cor
medium loses its superconducting properties as the axis is approached.7 Significantly, for
a single vortex Eq.~3! leads to a finite magnetic field flux. We shall assume that Eq.~3!
holds for electronic vortices in a plasma. Then it also leads to a logarithmic divergen
the magnetic field on the axis if the electron density is assumed to equal the ion de
However, since the fields in a plasma are screened at the magnetic Debye lenr B

5V/4pen, the quasineutrality of the plasma breaks down at distancesr 0,r B near the
axis of the vortex; this leads to a decrease in the electron density and, accordingly,
electron currents. As will be seen from what follows, in plasma the total magnetic fl
determined by the sizer 0 of the region whereVÞ0 and approaches zero asr 0⇒0, which
contradicts Eq.~3!. For this reason, the Abrikosov model is incorrect in plasmas.

2. Simple and consistent equations for electronic vortices in plasma were obtain
Refs. 8–10. It was shown there that a correct model of a vortex in a plasma ca
constructed by taking into account the small scaler B.B/4pen. The standard region o
applicability for vortices

B2!4pnemec
2 ~4!

corresponds to the caser B!c/vpe . It could seem that quasineutrality is not importa
because of the smallness of the magnetic Debye length. However, the magnetic
length near the axis may be much greater than the sizer 0 of the region whereVÞ0.
Breakdown of quasineutrality in this region results in a sharp decrease of the ele
density — the magnetic field decreases and its logarithmic divergence vanishes.

Therefore, in both superconductors and plasmas there exists a mechanism tha
nates the divergence of the magnetic field on the axis of a vortex. This mechanism
upon the decrease in the number of current carriers. The difference lies in the fact
a plasma there is no internal scale that is small compared withc/vpe . As r 0 decreases
below c/vpe , the density and magnetic field on the axis decrease. As a result
magnetic term in the vorticity is small compared with the inertial term. For this reaso
structure of the vortex changes substantially.

It should be underscored that the general equations obtained in Refs. 8–10 ar
also for the opposite relation betweenr B andc/vpe . Specifically, they are applicable fo
laser plasmas with very high magnetic fields.11

In Refs. 8–10 the equations for vortices were derived for a collisionless mod
relativistic cold electrons. In this approximation the main equation for electron motio
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]p

]t
1

1

4pcnF]E

]t
3VG1¹gmc21

V

4pn
¹B52eE, ~5!

whereV is thez component of the electronic vorticity for the case of a magnetic fielB
directed along thez axis. Equation~5! was derived under the assumption that electro
move in the (x,y) plane. Hereg5(12v2/c2)21/2, p5gmv, and the electron velocityv
equals

v52
c

4pen
@¹3B#1

1

4pen

]E

]t
. ~6!

The basic difference of the model of electronic vortices which is examined be
from the standard model~3! is that Eq.~1! will be supplemented by the Poisson equati
for the electron density

¹E54pe~N2n!, ~7!

whereN is the ion density. Thus the electron densityn is no longer constant and is itse
found from the equations.

In the stationary case the following equations can be obtained from Eqs.~1! and
~5!–~7! for a cylindrically symmetric vortex:

1

r

d

dr
r S mc2

dg

dr
1

V

4pn

dB

dr D54pe2~n2N!, ~8!

V5B2
mc2

4pe2

1

r

d

dr
r S g

n

dB

dr D . ~9!

An important property of this system of equations is that it yields an explicit expres
for the electron densityn:

4pgmc2n1VS G1g3F
mc

e D5G21g4F2S mc

e D 2

14pmc2g3N, ~10!

where

G5B1gF
mc

e
, 2

v
r

5F.0,

satisfy the equations

dG

dr
5

V2G

r
2

mc

e
g

F

r
2

4pen

c
rF , ~11!

dF

dr
5

e

mc

V2G

g3r
2

F

r
. ~12!

Relation~10! is a consequence of the momentum conservation law. It implies th
V increases, the electron densityn decreases in view of the aforementioned finiteness
the magnetic field. However, it is difficult to use this relation because the condition
>0 imposes a limit on the quantityV. For this reason, it is convenient to introduceI
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5V/n, so as to obtain a positive definite expression forn for arbitraryI . The introduction
of I has a deeper meaning: It is easy to show thatI is a Lagrangian invariant, i.e., i
satisfies the equation

]I

]t
1v–¹I 50. ~13!

For this reason the profile ofI is transported together with the electrons, thereby pres
ing the vortex structure.

Introducing the dimensionless coordinater5rA4pe2N/mc2 and the dimensionles
functions

n5
n

N
, g5

G

A4pNmc2
, f 5

F

A4pNe2/m
, and i 5IAN/4pmc2,

the final system of equations for calculating an electronic vortex becomes8–10

dg

dr
5

n i 2g

r
2

g f

r
2nr f , ~14!

d f

dr
5

n i 2g

rg3
2

f

r
, ~15!

where the dimensionless electron densityn equals

n5
g31g21g4f 2

g1 i ~g1g3f !
. ~16!

3. The structure of an electronic vortex can be calculated on the basis of
~14!–~16! if the profile i is given. Figure 1 shows as an illustration the result of suc
calculation for the profilei (r) with a characteristic sizer;1. A large decrease in the
electron density due to breakdown of quasineutrality can be seen near the vortex

FIG. 1. Structure of an electronic vortex in plasma for a smooth profile of the Lagrangian invariant:1 —
electron densityn, 2 — magnetic fieldb, 3 — electron velocityv.
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To construct a vortex which is as close as possible to a point vortex analogous
vortex ~3!, we shall now decrease the size of the region whereI differs appreciably from
zero. For simplicity, we choose the profileI in the form of a column with radiusr 0

,c/vpe , and we allowI to increase without bound in this column, decreasing the ra
r 0. We shall prove that the on-axis vorticity will remain bounded.

It follows from Eq.~10! that asV increases, the electron densityn decreases, so tha
for the maximum on-axis values ofV the electron density in Eq.~10! can be neglected
compared with the ion density. This gives the following relation for the quantities on
vortex axis:

V0S G01F0

mc

e D5G0
21F0

2S mc

e D 2

14pNmc2. ~17!

Here we have setg51 everywhere, and an index 0 denotes the value on the vortex

Furthermore, from the condition thatF is constant near the axis and from Eq.~12!
it follows that

e

mc
~V02G0!5F0 . ~18!

The maximum on-axis value ofV0 can be found from Eqs.~17! and ~18!

V0
258pNmc21B0

2 . ~19!

Integrating Eq.~9!, we obtain the following expression for the magnetic flux:

E
0

`

Br dr5
V0r 0

2

2
1

mc

e
rvU

r 5`

. ~20!

To calculate the electron velocityv at infinity we shall employ Eqs.~11! and~12! at large
radii, where it can be assumed thatg51 andn5N. The equation obtained forv in this
limit makes it possible to expressv in terms of Bessel functions

v5C1K1~r!1C2I 1~r!. ~21!

In view of the necessary boundary condition for the velocityvur 5`50, it follows hence
thatv5C1K1(r). Therefore we can neglect the last term in Eq.~20! and, taking relation
~19! into account, we find that the magnetic flux decreases asr 0

2 as r 0⇒0.

Figure 2 displays computational results showing the change in the vortex struc
asr 0 decreases and, correspondingly, the on-axis value ofI increases. It follows from the
analysis presented that, first, the structure of the vortices is determined substantially
individual characteristic — the sizer 0 — and, second, for smallr 0vpe /c the magnetic
flux in the vortex is small. According to the calculations, forr 0vpe/c.0.3 the ratio of
the magnetic to the inertial term is of the order of 0.1.

The values of the magnetic field and density on the vortex axis and the ele
velocity at the boundaryr 0 of the region are presented in Fig. 3 as functions ofr 0.

4. Thus, in the present model, asI increases, in a narrow regionr 0,r B5I /4pe near
the axis quasineutrality breaks down, the electron density decreases by virtue
relation ~10!, and a ‘‘hole’’ forms in the electron density. The magnetic field decrea
and a vortex structure in which the electron inertia makes the main contribution t
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vorticity is obtained. It is interesting that in this region the value of (¹3v)z is finite,
though the electron velocity is proportional tor 0 and is therefore vanishingly smal
Despite the smallness of the magnetic flux, because of the existence of the P
equation the structure arising differs substantially from a vortex in an uncharged li

The limiting structure of the vortex asr 0⇒0 is virtually unobservable because
the very small size of the ‘‘hole’’ and the absence of a magnetic field. Apparently
only way to observe such a formation is to analyze the electromagnetic waves
medium with quite unusual properties: finiteV0 at zero electron density. To this end, w
shall analyze small oscillations of a such a medium on the basis of Eqs.~5! and~6! and
the induction equation

2
1

c

]B

]t
5@¹3E#. ~22!

The investigation of small oscillations in the regionIÞ0 leads, in the quasiclassica
approximation, after longitudinal plasma oscillations are excluded, to the following
persion relation for the frequencyv of electromagnetic waves:

FIG. 2. Variation of the profile of the density~1! and magnetic field~2! in an electronic vortex with decreasin
localization radiusr0 of the Lagrangian invariant.

FIG. 3. Densityn0 ~1! and magnetic fieldb0 ~2! on the vortex axis and velocityv(r0) ~3! at the outer boundary
of the localization region of the Lagrangian invariant as a function of the sizer0 of the localization region.
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n0
21

v22k2c2

vpe
2 S v2

vpe
2

21D 5
n0

vpe
2 ~2v22k2c2!, ~23!

wherek is the azimuthal wave number,n0 is the ratio of the electron density in the regio
of the hole to the ion density, andvpe

2 54pe2N/m. One can see that asn0⇒0, in the
absence of electrons, electromagnetic oscillations in the region of the hole acqui
obvious formv25k2c2, in contrast to the formv25k2c21vpe

2 , as should be the case i
the surrounding plasma.12 We note that in our situationk2c2@vpe

2 , sincer 0
2vpe

2 /c2!1.

5. It was shown that although there exists in plasmas a mechanism that supp
the electron currents on the vortex axis and it is possible to eliminate the divergen
the magnetic field, because there is no characteristic length determining the vorte
the vortex electronic structures are determined by the localization radiusr 0 of the vor-
ticity and cannot be described by a single universal equation~3!. Moreover, for
r 0vpe /c!1 the total magnetic flux decreases, and the structure of the electronic v
differs substantially from that following from Eq.~3!.

Whereas a superconductor Eq.~3! leads to a universal value of the magnetic flux, f
an electronic vortex in a plasma the total magnetic flux is determined by the quantr 0

and is not universal. For this reason Eq.~3! is not applicable for electronic vortices i
plasma. In plasmas Eq.~3! must be replaced by the system of equations~14!–~16! with
a prescribed profilei (r). Electronic vortices retain their individuality, and the charact
istic sizer 0 of such vortices can vary over wide limits.

This work was supported by Russian Fund for Fundamental Research Grant 9
16980.
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X-ray spectra of multiply-charged hollow ions in the
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A new type of quasicontinuous emission spectrum from a femtosecond
laser plasma near the Lya line of H-like ions is obtained and inter-
preted. It is shown that these spectra are emitted by multiply charged
hollow ions, which are present in the plasma on account of its ultrahigh
density, which, in turn, is due to the use of high-contrast laser pulses
for producing the plasma. A new spectroscopic approach based on
analysis of the composition of spectral complexes of hollow ions is
discussed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00707-5#

PACS numbers: 52.50.Jm, 52.25.Nr

The x-ray emission spectra of nanosecond and subnanosecond laser plasma
been investigated intensively for at least the last two decades. Specifically, the sp
characteristics of radiation near the resonance lines of H- and He-like multiply cha
ions have now been studied in great detail. The spectra in this region have a t
structure~see Fig. 1a! characterized by the presence of satellite lines and their gro
~dielectronic satellites, DSs!, which are due to transitions from autoionizing states of
ions. This structure is described well by radiational-collisional kinetic models emplo
the theoretical values of the atomic characteristics~level energies, probabilities of el
ementary atomic processes!. The diagnostic properties of such spectra in respect to
relative line intensities and spectral profiles are well known and widely used in pla
experiments~see, for example, the reviews in Refs. 1 and 2!.
4890021-3640/98/67(7)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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The x-ray emission of a plasma produced by picosecond and subpicosecond
has been the subject of various investigations in recent years. The spectral prope
this radiation are similar to those observed earlier in experiments with longer laser p
The measured spectra have a quite standard form~see Fig. 1b! which is reproduced well
by a corona model, while the variations of the line intensities can be describe
variations of the plasma parameters, such as the temperature, density, and the ion
composition. It is important to note that when short laser pulses interact with matte
production of a preplasma due to the presence of a laser prepulse plays an importa
The present experiments were performed with a femtosecond laser characterized
ultrahigh contrast~ratio of the pulse and prepulse intensities! of the order of 1011 ~Ref. 4!.
The result of these experiments was detection of spectra of a new type, not prev
observed in this spectral region~Fig. 1c!.

The unconventional spectra that we observed differ from more familiar spectr
the presence of a complicated, quasicontinuous spectral structure in which the mai
are embedded. The theoretical spectra calculated in a quasistationary corona
model of a plasma~see Fig. 1d!, although similar to the typical experimental spec

FIG. 1. Emission spectra of a silicon plasma heated with nanosecond1 ~a!, subnanosecond3 ~b!, and
subpicosecond4 ~c! laser pulses near the Lya resonance line of the H-like ion Si XIV. The theoretical spectru
~d! corresponds to the corona model.
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~Figs. 1a,b!, are completely unsuitable for describing the new spectrum~Fig. 1c!. The
physical reason for such a sharp restructuring of the spectrum is naturally associate
the difference in plasma production mechanisms. When there is no preplasma,
trashort laser pulse interacts directly with the solid matter, resulting in the formatio
plasma with a much higher electron density. At such densities many spectral lines th
hardly excited at all under corona conditions begin to dominate the emission spec
the plasma.

In the present letter it is shown that the new type of spectra observed ca
interpreted only by taking into account the radiation emitted by multiply charged ho
ions ~i.e., ions with an emptyK shell! in an ultradense plasma. Transitions of this type
neutral and quasineutral objects~hollow atoms! have been observed in experiments
the interaction of ion beams with a solid surface and have been actively studied d
the last several years in connection with their atomic-clock properties~see, for example,
Refs. 5–10!. Similar structures for multiply charged ions were recently observed in
spectra from regions close to the target surface in plasmas produced by a pulse fr
NIKE laser.11

The experimental investigations were performed on the TRIDENT laser installa
at Los Alamos National Laboratory.4 The laser pulse had a duration of 500 fs, energy 5
mJ, and maximum intensity of the order of (0.5–1)31019 W/cm2. The power contrast
between the main pulse and the natural nanosecond prepulse was at least 1010–1011. Solid
silicon targets were used.

The x-ray spectra of the plasma were observed with a spectrograph with a s
cally curved mica crystal. Crystals with radii of curvature equal to 100, 150, and 186
were used. The crystal, plasma, and photographic film were arranged according
FSSR-1D and FSSR-2D schemes.2 This made it possible to record spectra with hi
spectral (l/dl510 000) and spatial (dx510 mm! resolutions simultaneously.

The spectral structures in the region 6.16–6.28 Å~near the resonance line of the S
XIV ion ! can be due only to transitions from the excited levels of ions with nos
electrons. Such transitions result in, for example, the emission of the Lya resonance line
itself and its so-called He-like dielectronic satellites, i.e., lines whose upper level
doubly excited states of a two-electron ion. To find additional spectral lines near thea

line, we performed atomic calculations using the SUPERSTRUCTURE code.12 The
method of Refs. 13 and 14 was used to calculate the autoionization widths. The
configurational wave functions for the bound states were calculated in the interme
coupling approximation taking into account the Breit–Pauli relativistic corrections.
autoionization matrix elements, including orbitals of the continuous spectrum, were
culated by the distorted-wave method.

Our calculations showed that many lines due to transitions in multielectron sys
with q>3 electrons~Li-like, Be-like, . . . ions! and with an emptyK shell, i.e., transitions
in hollow ions, fall into the experimental range. The populations of the states of ho
ions withq>3 in a corona plasma are negligibly small, and the emission spectra of
a plasma which are due to ions withq,3 have the characteristic form shown in Figs.
and b. In the ultradense plasma with electron densityNe exceeding a critical valueN*
~for a silicon plasmaN* is of the order of 1022 cm23) the level-populating mechanism
that are nonlinear inNe lead to a large increase in the populations of the states of ho
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ions, thereby increasing the amplitudes of the corresponding spectral lines. We no
the most important consequences of this effect are: a! collisional mixing of differentl
subshells in configurations with fixed principal quantum numbern, and b! increase in the
role of additional mechanisms for populating states withq>3, such as, for example
dielectronic capture from excited states and ternary recombination.15,16

Figure 2 shows the computational results for spectra emitted by the states of h
ions withq52, 3 and characterized by different sets of principal numbers@2, n] and @2,
n, n1]. To construct the total emission spectrum it necessary, obviously, to sol
corresponding system of kinetic equations. It should be noted that assuming a Boltz
distribution over thel subshells substantially simplifies the kinetic simulation because

FIG. 2. Spectra emitted by different states of hollow ions, calculated for the case of a Boltzmann distri
of l -subshell populations.
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number of atomic levels studied decreases sharply. The kinetic system in this cas
be solved not for individual atomic states but rather for entire ionic complexes ch
terized by different sets of principal quantum numbers. In an ultradense plasm
distribution of ions over ion complexes will be Saha–Boltzmann-like. The correspon
total spectrum is displayed in Fig. 3. We note that in calculating this spectrum
self-absorption of the Lya line was taken into account in the Biberman–Holstein appro
mation.

As one can see from Fig. 3, the synthesized spectrum on the whole agrees qui
with the experimental data. The differences~the presence of two unexplained maxim
near 6.215 Å and 6.23 Å as well as the underestimation of the observed intensity
entire spectral region! are due, according to preliminary calculations,a! to the neglect of
hollow ionic complexes of the type@2, n, n] with n>3 and @2, n] with n.4 and
configurations withq>4.

In the present work it was shown that the new type of quasicontinuous sp
observed in a femtosecond laser plasma produced by a high-contrast pulse is
transitions in multiply charged hollow ions. Therefore a laser plasma is a natural s
of hollow ions and offers new possibilities for analyzing their properties. The presen
ionic states with emptyK shells in such a plasma is a consequence of its ultrah
density, resulting in breakdown of corona conditions. A new type of spectral diagno
based on the construction of the emission spectra of a plasma not from individual sp
lines but rather from entire spectral complexes characterized by different sets of prin
quantum numbers@n, n1 , n2] was proposed. The model calculations performed ass
ing Saha–Boltzmann equilibrium demonstrate good quantitative agreement with the
sured spectra and show that an adequate kinetic model of an ultradense plasma m
constructed with the states of hollow ions taken into account.

FIG. 3. Comparison of the emission spectra of a silicon femtosecond laser plasma with a calculation per
for a plasma in local thermodyamic equilibrium withTe5350 eV andNe5631023 cm23.
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On the influence of a square-root van Hove singularity
on the critical temperature of high- Tc superconductors

É. A. Pashitski  and V. I. Pentegov
Institute of Physics of the Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences, 252650 Kiev, Uk

E. Abraham
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~Submitted 6 February 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 7, 473–477~10 April 1998!

It is shown that the square-root van Hove singularity appearing in the
density of statesn(EF);(EF2E0)21/2 as a result of extended saddle-
point singularities in the electron spectrum of high-Tc superconductors
based on hole-type cuprate metal-oxide compounds gives a nonmono-
tonic dependence of the critical temperatureTc on the position of the
Fermi levelEF relative to the bottomE0 of the saddle. Because the
divergence ofn(EF) is canceled in the electron–electron interaction
constant renormalized by strong-coupling effects,Tc approaches zero
asEF→E0 , in contrast to the weak-coupling approximation, where in
this limit Tc approaches a finite~close to maximum! value. The depen-
dence obtained forTc as a function of the doped hole density in the
strong-coupling approximation agrees qualitatively with the experimen-
tal data for overdoped cuprate metal oxides. ©1998 American Insti-
tute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00807-X#

PACS numbers: 74.25.Jb, 74.72.2h

1. Photoelectron spectroscopy experiments1–5 with high angular and energy resolu
tion show that the electronic spectra of layered crystals of cuprate metal oxide
pounds~MOCs! with hole-type conductivity~YBaCuO, BiSrCaCuO, TlBaCaCuO! con-
tain ‘‘flat-band’’ regions near the Fermi level which consist of extended saddle-p
singularities~SPSs! with a square-root van Hove singularity~VHS! in the electronic
density of statesn(EF);(EF2E0)21/2. The Fermi energym1[(EF2E0) and the Fermi
momentumkF1'A2m1* m1 in such quasi-one-dimensional parts of the spectrum w
effective massm1* @m0 ~wherem0 is the mass of a free electron! are anomalously smal
and for optimally doped crystalsm1>20–30 meV andkF1>0.15–0.17 Å21, respec-
tively, while the extent of the saddle-point singularity isP1>0.5 Å21 ~Refs. 4 and 5!.

As was shown in Refs. 2 and 6 in the weak-coupling approximation~BCS model7!,
extended SPSs with square-root VHSs lead form1<Tc to a nonexponential~power-law!
dependence ofTc on the dimensionless effective electron–electron attraction constal:
Tc'm1l2, wherel'l1AE1 /m1, i.e., the critical temperature approaches a constant l
Tc'E1l1

2 asm1→0. Therefore, according to Ref. 2, at energiesE1 of the order of the
width of the band (E1.1 eV!, quite high valuesTc>100 K can be achieved at very low
4950021-3640/98/67(7)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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valuesl1;0.1, irrespective of the mechanism of Cooper pairing of the charge carr

However, for large values ofl it is necessary to use the strong-coupli
approximation,8 in which the renormalization of the interaction constantl̃5l/(11l)
cancels the divergencel;n(m1);m1

21/2 at the pointm150. Because of this, as is show
in the present work,Tc;m1 asm1→0, i.e.,Tc vanishes when the Fermi level touches t
bottom of the extended SPSs, in contrast to the weak-coupling approximation,2,6 where
Tc approaches a finite~close to maximum! value asm1→0. The nonmonotonic depen
dence ofTc on the doped hole densitynp obtained when strong-coupling effects are tak
into account agrees qualitatively with the experimental data for overdoped cu
MOCs.9,10

2. We start from the assumption that the mechanism of high-Tc superconductivity
~HTSC! in layered cuprate MOCs is Cooper pairing of fermions~electrons, holes! due to
the exchange of virtual bosons~phonons, magnons, plasmons, excitons!. As is well
known,7,8 in the strong-coupling approximation the superconducting state is describe
a system of equations for the normalS1 and anomalousS2 self-energy parts. Assuming

that the characteristic energyṼ of the bosons that carry the interaction is much high
thanTc , the linearized equation for the gapD(k,v) at the Fermi surface in the limitT
→Tc can be represented in the following form, taking into account the quasi-
dimensionality of the electron spectrum in layered MOC crystals and the anisot
structure of the electron–electron interaction:

~11l~u!!D~u,0!5
1

2 E
0

2p du

2p E
2Ṽ

Ṽ dv

v
D~u8,v!n~u8,v!W~u,u8,v!tanh

v

2Tc
,

~1!

where l(u)52]S1(u,v)/]vuv50 is the dimensionless retarded-interaction consta
D(u,v)5S2(u,v)/(11l(u)) is the anisotropic gap in the quasiparticle spectrum,u and
u8 are the angles made by the electron momentak andk8 on the Fermi surface and th
direction of one of the principal crystallographic axes (a or b) in the plane of the layers
andW(u,u8v) andn(u,v) are, respectively, the matrix element of the electron–elec
interaction and the electronic density of states, which can be represented as Fourie
expansions in the angleu and u8. In what follows, we shall confine ourselves, fo
simplicity, to the first two terms in the expansion ofW(u,u8,v), which correspond to the
A1 and B1 representations of the C4n symmetry group of the CuO2 cuprate plane,

W~u,u,v!5W0~v!1W2~v!cos 2u cos 2u81W4~v!cos 4u cos 4u8, ~2!

and we represent the anisotropic density of states near a closed cylindrical hol
Fermi surface~Fig. 1! in the form

n~u8,v!5n1~v!1n2~v!cos 4u8; n6~v!5
1

2Fn1ReA m1

m11v
6n2G . ~3!

Here n1(m1);m1
21/2 is the density of states on the quasi-one-dimensional parts o

Fermi surface near extended SPSs with a square-root VHS, whilen2 is the constant
density of states on the quasi-two-dimensional parts of the Fermi surface in the dire
of the diagonals of the Brillouin zone. In this case the anisotropic coupling constantl(u)
has the form
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l~u!5l01l4 cos 4u; l05n1~0!W0~0!; l45
1

2
n2~0!W4~0!. ~4!

For sufficiently large positive values ofW0(0) and W4(0) the s-wave symmetry of
Cooper pairing with anisotropic gap parameter

Ds~u,v!5D0~v!1D4~v!cos 4u, ~5!

can predominate. Then the critical temperatureTc
s is determined by solving the following

system of coupled integral equations~for simplicity, we neglect thev dependence ofD

andW in the regionuvu,Ṽ):

~11l0!D01
1

2
l4D45

1

2
W0~0!E

2Ṽ

Ṽ dv

v Fn1~v!D01
1

2
n2~v!D4G tanh

v

2Tc
s
, ~6!

~11l0!D41l4D05
1

4
W4~0!E

2Ṽ

Ṽ dv

v
@n1~v!D41n2~v!D0#tanh

v

2Tc
s
. ~7!

At the same time, for a sufficiently large positiveW2 thedx22y2-wave symmetry of
Cooper pairing with an anisotropic gapDd(u);cos 2u and a critical temperatureTc

d

determined by the equation

~11l0!5
1

4
W2~0!E

2Ṽ

Ṽ dv

v Fn1~v!1
1

2
n2~v!G tanh

v

2Tc
d

~8!

can predominate.

FIG. 1. Section of the Fermi surface of layered cuprate metal oxides of the type BSCCO. The closed cyli
hole-type Fermi surface is centered at the corner (p/a, p/a) of the Brillouin zone.
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3. Since most experiments~see, for example, Refs. 11–14! attest todx22y2-wave
symmetry of the gap in high-Tc superconductors, we shall examine this particular ca
which in our model corresponds to a large positive matrix elementW2 in Eq. ~2!. Then,

with allowance for expressions~3!, for m1,Ṽ Eq. ~8! becomes

15
W2

4~11l0!H 3

2
n1~m!E

m1

Ṽ dv

v
A m1

m11v
tanh

v

2Tc
d
1n2 lnS Ṽ

Tc
dD J . ~9!

The first term in braces in Eq.~9! describes the contribution of quasi-one-dimensio
parts of the Fermi surface with a square-root VHS in the density of states, and the s
term describes the contribution of the quasi-two-dimensional parts of the Fermi su
with a constant density of states.

For Tc
d!m1 we obtain by approximate integration overv in Eq. ~9!

~Tc
d!3a11a2'~4m1!3a1Ṽa2 expH 2

11l0

l2
J , ~10!

where

a1~m1!5
n1~m1!

n1~m1!1n2
; a2~m1!5

n2

n1~m1!1n2
; l2~m1!5

1

2
~n1~m1!1n2!W2 .

~11!

In the opposite case, i.e.,Tc
d@m1, in which n1@n2 and l0' 1

2n1W0@1 as m1→0, it
follows from Eq.~9! that as a result of the cancelation ofn1 in the renormalized coupling
constant one has

Tc
d'2m1~3W2/2W0!2, ~12!

so thatTc
d→0 asm1→0. Using the equations~6! and ~7!, it can be shown that in the

strong-coupling approximation a similar result (Tc
s;m1 as m1→0) is also valid in the

case ofs-wave gap symmetry, in contrast to the result obtained in Refs. 2 and 6 in
weak-coupling approximation, where the value ofTc is finite and close to the maximum
value withm150.

Figure 2 shows the curves ofTc
d versusm1 obtained by solving Eq.~8! numerically

for different values of the parametersṼ and l15n1* W, where n1* [n1(m1* ) and
m1* '~0.02–0.03! eV, which corresponds to the position of the Fermi level in optima

doped cuprate MOC crystals.3,4 The solid curves1 and2 were calculated forṼ50.1 eV

andṼ52 eV with a fixed ration1* /n255 and for values of the constantsl1 andl0 that
put the maximum ofTc

d as a function ofm1 at the pointm1* 50.03 eV and give the
maximum valueTc'110 K observed experimentally for BSCCO. We note that fo
fixed ratio of the constantsl1 andl0[l0(m* ), these conditions, imposed on the po
tion and magnitude of the maximum value ofTc , lead to a power-law dependence ofl1

on Ṽ with a small exponentb'20.06. A log–log plot of this dependence is shown
the inset of Fig. 2. As we can see, the value of the coupling constantl1 that gives quite
high values ofTc is relatively small and is virtually independent of the characteris

interaction energyṼ, which is determined by the specific mechanism of Cooper pair
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The dashed curves in Fig. 2 showTc
d calculated for the same values of the parameters

neglecting the renormalization of the interaction constant by the factor 11l0; this cor-
responds to the strong-coupling approximation.2,6

Figure 3 shows the concentration dependences ofTc
d corresponding to curves1 and

18 in Fig. 2 and obtained using Eq.~3! for the density of states. The experimental valu
given in Ref. 10 for the critical temperature as a function of the hole densitynp per Cu
atom are presented for comparison. As one can see, good agreement is observed b
the experimental data and the theoretical dependenceTc(np) obtained in the strong-
coupling approximation.

FIG. 2. Tc versus the Fermi energym15EF2E0 on extended SPSs, calculated in the strong-coupling~solid

curves! and weak-coupling~dashed curves! approximations. Curves1 and 18 correspond toṼ50.1 eV and

l150.68, while curves2 and28 correspond toṼ52 eV andl150.5.

FIG. 3. Tc versus the hole densitynp per Cu atom. The theoretical curves correspond to curves1 and18 in Fig.
2. The experimental data are from Ref. 10:d — TlPbCaYSrCuO~1212!, D — BiPbSrLaCuO~2201!.
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In summary, we have shown that the decrease of the critical temperature
superconducting transition in overdoped cuprate MOCs with increasing hole densit
the vanishing ofTc at some value ofnp are due to a square-root VHS in the electron
density of states on extended SPSs and do not depend on either the mechanism of
pairing of the current carriers or the gap symmetry.
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Anomalous proximity effect in d -wave superconductors
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The anomalous proximity effect between ad-wave superconductor and
a thin disordered normal layer is studied theoretically in the framework
of Eilenberger equations. It is shown that disorder of the quasiparticle
reflection from this thin layer leads to the formation of ans-wave
component localized near the boundary. The angular and spatial struc-
ture of the pair potential near the interface is studied. ©1998 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00907-4#

PACS numbers: 74.50.1r

There is accumulating experimental evidence that the behavior of high-tempe
superconductors~HTSs! can be understood in terms of thed-wave pairing scenario rathe
than the conventionals-wave picture. On the other hand, it is well known that thed-wave
order parameter is strongly reduced by electron scattering on impurities and therefo
be formed only in clean materials. However, the condition of the clean limit is
fulfilled in the vicinity of grain boundaries or other HTS interfaces even if these mate
are clean in the bulk. There are at least two reasons for that. The first is that quasip
reflection from realistic interfaces is diffuse rather than specular, thus providing is
pization in momentum space and suppression of the order parameter in thed-wave
channel. The second reason is contamination of the material near interfaces as a r
the fabrication process or electromigration in large-scale application devices. The
the formation of a thin disordered layer near a HTS interface is highly probable. W
kind of superconducting correlation one can expect in such a layer? The answer
fundamental question is very important both for small- and large-scale applicatio
HTS materials.

Anomalies at the surface of ad-wave superconductor have been analyzed theo
cally in models based on specular quasiparticle reflection from clean interfaces.1–6 The
zero- and finite-bias anomalies predicted in those papers were recently observed
mentally in Refs. 7 and 8. In this paper we focus on the problem of the anoma
proximity effect between ad-wave superconductor and a thin disordered layer. We
show that disorder of the quasiparticle reflection from such a layer leads to the form
of ans-wave component localized near the boundary, even if the coupling constant
5010021-3640/98/67(7)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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s-wave pairing channel is zero. The magnitude of this component is studied as a fu
of interface orientation and temperature. We will argue that thes-wave state is gaples
and the features in the density of states predicted in Refs. 1–6 are smeared out.

There are two approaches to the description of the influence of disorder o
quasiparticle reflection at interfaces on the properties of the interfacial regions. In th
approach it is assumed that an interface consists of facets with a random orienta
the normal to the interface with respect to thea axis of the HTS material.5 In the second
approach, both sides of the ideal interface are coated by an Ovchinnikov thin
layer.4,9,10 In the latter case the degree of disorder~or interfacial roughness! was charac-
terized by the ratio of the layer thicknessd to the quasiparticle mean free pathl in the
layer. Both models focus only on the study of Andreev surface bound states and d
take into account the effect of surface-induced changes of the symmetry of an
parameter near the boundaries.

To make the last effect more evident we consider the situation in which the c
over from the clean limit to the dirty limit takes place in a thin layer near the bound
We will also assume that the lattice constanta,l and that the thickness of the laye
d!Aj0l , wherej0 is the coherence length of the bulk material.

To study the proximity effect at the interface we can use the quasiclassical E
berger equations,11 which may be conveniently rewritten in terms of the functio
F15( f (r ,u)1 f (r ,u1p))/2 andF25 f (r ,u)2 f (r ,u1p):

4vF11v cosu
dF2

dx
54Dg1

2

t
~g^F1&2F1^g&!, ~1!

2v cosu
dF1

dx
52S 2v1

1

t
^g& DF2 , ~2!

2v cosu
dg

dx
5S 2D1

1

t
^F1& DF2 , ~3!

D ln
T

Tc
12pT (

v.0
S D

v
2^l~u,u8!F1& D50. ~4!

Here v5pT(2n11) are the Matsubara frequencies,v is the Fermi velocity,x is a
coordinate in the direction of the interface normal,u is the angle between the interfac
normal and the quasiparticle trajectory,t5l /v, and^ . . . &5(1/2p)*0

2p( . . . )du. On the
assumption that the coupling constantl(u,u8) in a d-wave channel has the form12

ld(u,u8)52l cos(2u)cos(2u8) and ls50, the self-consistency equation~4! yields for
the pair potentialD5A2D(x)cos(2(u2a)). We also assume that the Fermi surface ha
cylindrical shape.

Equations~1!–~4! must be supplemented by the appropriate boundary conditi
Far from the interface the functionsF1 must coincide with the bulk solution

F15
A2D` cos~2~u2a!!

Av212D`
2 cos2~2~u2a!!

. ~5!
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Two boundary conditions for the functionF1 and its derivativedF1 /dx are re-
quired at the interface between the clean and disordered regions of ad-wave supercon-
ductor (x50). These conditions can be derived by integration of the Eilenberger e
tions ~1! and~2! in a small region near the interface. In accordance with Ref. 13, the
condition is the continuity ofF2 at the interface and can be written in the form

l cosu

^g~20!&

dF1~20!

dx
5

v cosu

2v

dF1~10!

dx
. ~6!

This condition is a statement of conservation of current across the interface.

The second boundary condition depends on the backscattering properties
interface. To account for such a backscattering we introduce a strongly disordere
layer located near the interface at2d<x<0, which is characterized by the mean fre
path l d , where a!l d ,d!d,l . Assuming that all the interfaces are transparent
integrating Eqs.~1! and ~2! over the interval2d<x<0 in the limit d→0, we arrive at
the second boundary condition

Dl
dF1~20!

dx
5F1~10!2F1~20!, ~7!

whereD52d/l d . For D50 Eq. ~7! is a direct consequence of the continuity of t
Eilenberger functions along quasiclassical trajectories, which is valid for a transp
SN boundary.13 As D increases, the probability of quasiparticle penetration into theN
layer (F1(20)'D21F1(10)) decreases asD21. This means that the most of them
are diffusely reflected back to the bulkd-wave region at length scales smaller thanl .

In the following we will consider the case of strong disorder,l !d. Then it follows
from Refs. 13 and 14 that for a totally reflecting free interface (x52d) the boundary
condition is

d

dx
F150. ~8!

In the limit l !j0 it follows from ~1!–~4! that D50 in the disordered layer. The
Eqs. ~1!–~4! in the region2d<x!2l are reduced to the dirty limit form,15 which
formally coincides with that for a normal metal withTcn50. Since in this regime the
scale of variation of̂ F1& and ^g& is of the order of the dirty limit coherence lengt
Aj0l , the functionŝ F1& and ^g& in the disordered layer are independent ofx when
d !Aj0l . Then the Eilenberger equations in the region2d<x<0 are substantially
simplified and have the solution

F15^F1&1A
cosh~k~x1d!!

cosh~kd!
, F2522A

sinh~k~x1d!!

cosh~kd!
, k5

1

l ucosuu
, ~9!

g5^g&2
^F1&

^g&
A

cosh~k~x1d!!

cosh~kd!
, ^F1&21^g&251. ~10!

Making use of the boundary conditions~6!, ~7! at x50 and ~9!, ~10!, one can further
reduce the problem to the solution of the Eilenberger equations~1!–~4! in the clean
d-wave superconductor (x>0)
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k2
d2F1

dx2
2F152A2

D~x!

v
cos~2~u2a!!g, k5

vucosuu
2v

, ~11!

dg

dx
52A2

D~x!

v
cos~2~u2a!!

dF1

dx
~12!

with the condition~5! in the bulk (x@j0) and the boundary condition

H k^g~0!&1D
v
vJ d

dx
F1~0!5~F1~0!2^F1~0!&!, ^g~0!&5A12^F1~0!&2

~13!

at x50.

In the following we will limit ourselves to the situation when the disordered la
has the strongest effect, namely whenl !d andD50. In this case the boundary cond
tion ~13! has a closed form. The isotropic Usadel function^F1(0)& has to be determined
self-consistently as the result of an iteration procedure.

In the limit k!1 the pair potentialD(x) is a smooth function ofx at distances of the
order of k. Then the boundary value problem~11!–~13! is substantially simplified and
has the asymptotic solution

F15C~x!1hAG~x!

G~0!
expH 2E

0

x dy

kG~y!J ,

h5G~0!
^F1~0!&2C~0!1^g~0!&kC8~0!

G~0!1^g~0!&@12k~C~0!/D!8#
, ~14!

G~x!5
v

Av212D2~x!cos2~2~u2a!!
, C~x!5

A2cos~2~u2a!!D~x!

Av212D2~x!cos2~2~u2a!!
.

~15!

Here a prime denotes the derivative with respect to the coordinatex. If follows from Eqs.
~14! and~15! it follows that atx50 the anomalous Green’s functionF1(0) is a sum of
three terms with different angular symmetry. Two of them are simply the isotropic
and the term with thed-wave symmetry. The last one is proportional to the prod
D8(0)ucosuucos(2(u2a)) and can be considered to be a source for the formation
nonzero component in thes-wave channel. Thus the gradient of the pair potential at
interface results in spatial variation of the functionF1(x) with a characteristic length
that depends on the direction in momentum space. This difference ink(u) leads to a
larger deformation of thed-wave angular dependence ofF1(x) the closerx is to the
interface. As a result, a nonzero angle-averaged value^F1(x)& appears which is local-
ized near the interface.

In the general case of arbitrary values ofk the problem was solved numerically. Th
isotropic function̂ F1(0)& and the space-dependent pair potentialD(x) were calculated
by an iteration procedure from the boundary condition~13! and the self-consistenc
equation~4!. The results of numerical calculations shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3 confirm
simple arguments presented above.
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Figure 1 shows the angular dependence ofF1(x) far from the boundary (x@j0)
and atx5j0, 0 for two different orientationsa of the a axis with respect to the normal
to the interface. In both cases far from the interface the angular distribution is typical
a d-wave superconductor. Atx5j0 the positive lobe is suppressed more strongly than th
negative one, sincek(u) is smaller in this direction than in the direction of the negative
lobe. Hence atx'j0 the negative lobes ofF1(x) practically reach the local valueC(x),
while the positive lobes have not yet done so. This difference leads to a negative sig
the s component̂ F1(x)& ~see Fig. 2!. In the vicinity of the interface (x<0.3j0) the
situation is just the opposite. According to Eq.~14!, on account of the angular depen-
dencek(u)} ucosuu the negative lobes are suppressed more strongly than the posit
lobes, and the function̂F1(x)& changes sign to positive and reaches its maximum a
x50. It is important to note that exactly atu5p/2 it follows from ~14! that
F1(0,p/2)5C(0,p/2), while limu→6p/2F1(0,u)5C(0,p/2)1h. This discontinuity is
a manifestation of the simple fact that quasiparticles which propagate exactly paralle
the interface have information about the disordered region only via the local value

FIG. 1. Angular dependence ofF1(x) at different distances from the interface atT50.7Tc .

FIG. 2. Spatial dependence of the surface-induceds-wave component̂F1(x)& at various temperatures. Inset:
Behavior of the pair potentialD(x) near the interface.
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D(0), while for all other directions a direct interaction between the two regions ta
place. However, this discontinuity atu5p/2 does not contribute to the result of th
angular averaging ofF1 in ~13!.

Figure 3 shows the spatial variations ofD(x) for different values of the anglea. As
is seen from~14!, ~15!, the functionF1(0,u) near an interface has a contribution pr
portional toucosuucos(2(u2a)). This immediately leads to the result that the amplitude
the s component induced in the disordered layer scales with misorientation anglea as
^F1(0,a50)&cos 2a. At a5p/4 the superconducting correlations are not induced in
disordered layer, i.e.,̂F1(0)&50. Further increase ofa leads to a sign change of thes
component. As is seen from Fig. 3, these qualitative considerations are in good agre
with the results of exact numerical calculations. In particular, for thedxy case (a
5p/4) we have^F1(0)&50. At the same time, it is important to note that the p
potentialD(0,a5p/4) is nonzero, in contrast to the case of a specular reflecting bo
ary. The reason is that in the present case of diffuse scattering from the interface th
no symmetry requirement that the functionF1(0,a5p/4) must vanish.

In the whole temperature range the amplitude of the of thes-wave component̂F1&
induced in the disordered layer~see Fig. 2! is an order of magnitude smaller than th
amplitude of the order parameter in the bulk superconductor. That means that^g(0)& is
practically temperature independent and is close to unity. Thus, taking into accoun
^g(0)& is independent of the Matsubara frequencies and thatjF18 (0)'F1(0), from the
boundary condition~13! we immediately have that at low temperatures^F1(0)& }v if
v<D and that it falls off aŝF1(0)& }v22 as soon asv exceeds the value ofD. Since
the density of statesN(«)5Rê g(0,«5 iv)&, where ^g&5A12^F1&2, the property
^F1&}v at smallv results in a gapless density of states in the disordered layer.
density of states has only small anomalies at energies«'D. The behavior of the density
of states will be discussed in more detail elsewhere.

In conclusion, we have studied theoretically the proximity effect between ad-wave
superconductor and a thin disordered normal layer. It is shown that disorder o
quasiparticle reflection from this layer leads to the formation of ans-wave component

FIG. 3. Behavior of the pair potential near the interface for different misorientation anglesa. Inset: Dependence
of ^F1(0)& on a.
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localized near the interface. This model might be relevant for description of rough
interfaces.
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On the experimental possibilities of observing single
spins in a STM
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A method is proposed for observing the spins of individual particles by
combining ESR and STM methods using a ferromagnetic needle or
paramagnetic tip. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!01007-X#

PACS numbers: 07.79.Cz, 07.57.Pt

1. INTRODUCTION

The use of scanning tunneling microscopy for detection of single paramag
centers~PMCs! has been an object of attention of both experimenters and theorists
number of years.1–7 This interest is linked with the general problem of surface nanosc
— the application of nanoscopy for qualitative and quantitative chemical analys
surfaces. The attribution of definite ‘‘spots’’ in a STM pattern to some atoms or m
ecules on a surface is still mainly heuristic. In Ref. 1 a peak was observed in the spect
distribution of current fluctuations at the Larmor precession frequencyv0 in a static field
H0, v05gsH, wheregs is the gyromagnetic ratio for the PMC. In the experiments
Ref. 2, besides a static fieldH0 there was also an ac fieldH1'H0 of frequencyv acting
on surface spins. It was observed that when the field passed through resonan
Fourier component of the current at frequencyv changed. The high shot-noise level
frequencies>v0 makes it difficult to measure the effect. The theoretical models expl
ing the experiments of Refs. 1 and 2 were continued in Refs. 3–6. In Ref. 4 the c
lation of the spin-dependent scattering of tunneling electrons by PMCs, leading to c
modulations,1 was studied. In Refs. 3, 5, and 6 single-particle mechanisms of cu
modulation were proposed, based on allowance for the off-diagonal elements of th
density matrix in the scattering by PMCs. We note that spin rotation can be detected
the aid of a current only if the polarization of the tunneling electrons is appreciable

In Ref. 7 it was shown that the tunneling current in a STM can be modulated by
transitions in a biradical on the surface. This is hardly a general case, since biradica
rarely encountered on surfaces.

2. PHYSICAL ORIGIN OF THE EFFECT

We shall study PMCs on the surface of a nonmagnetic material and, as in R
consider the classical experimental arrangement for ESR. The stationary tunnelin
rent through a surface region containing PMCs can depend on the average polarizads
5080021-3640/98/67(7)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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of the PMC spin. The characteristic current measuring timet in a STM is 1024–1025 s,
which is much longer than all relaxation times of the PMC spin, during which a sta
ary spin polarization is established. In the presence of a;1029 A current 1042105

electrons pass near a PMC over a timet. Therefore it can be asserted that to a hi
degree of accuracy the observed current depends on the stationary spin populatio

Let us examine the physical reasons for the possible dependence of the curr
the direction of the spin of PMCs on a surface. The tunneling barrierU(r ) varies at the
location of the PMC. The magnitude and form of the changedUs in the tunneling barrier
depends on the spin state of the system ‘‘electron1 PMC’’ — triplet or singlet. Accord-
ing to Ref. 8, the amplitude of the tunneling transition is proportional to the subba
Green’s functionG(r ,r 8,E) of the tunneling electron that connects the region on
surface~r ! and a region of the needle (r 8):

G~r ,r 8,E!;expH E
r

r8A2@ uEu1U~r 9!1dUs~r 9!#dr 9J . ~1!

Here atomic units are used,E is the energy of the tunneling electron, and the integra
taken along the ‘‘tunneling trajectory.’’8 The amplitude of the spin-elastic~no change in
the spin direction of the particles! tunneling transition of an electron can be written in t
form

A5A0~11a!, ~2!

where A0 is the transition amplitude in the absence of PMCs, whilea is the relative
magnitude of the spin-dependent part of the amplitude due to PMCs on the surfa
appears only when the needle is located above a PMC, i.e., when the ‘‘tunneling t
tory’’ passes near a PMC. The quantitya is negative for positivedU and positive for
negativedU. Correspondingly, we should observe a decrease or increase in the ele
tunneling probability. We note that an adsorbed particle can change the tunneling c
not only by changing the tunneling barrier. The interaction of the adsorbed particle
conduction electrons changes the density of states near the Fermi surface,9 which also
changes the tunneling current. However, for nonmagnetic materials this change do
depend on the spin direction of the PMCs.

Let us denote the relative transition amplitudes of an electron with spin parall
antiparallel to the PMC asat and as , respectively. Besides the spin-elastic, a sp
exchange tunneling transition is possible in the case of antiparallel spins of the ele
and PMC. We shall denote the relative amplitude of such a process byb. It is easy to see
that to observe changes induced in the tunneling current by a change in the spin
ization of PMCs, either the tunneling electrons must be polarized or the tip in the
must be spin-sensitive, i.e., the ‘‘terminal’’ atom on the tip must be paramagnetic in o
for the tunneling amplitude to depend also on the spin of the tip~just as in optics, in order
to observe rotation of the polarizer either polarized light must be passed throug
polarizer or the transmitted light must be analyzed with a second polarizer!. We shall
examine both possibilities.

The equilibrium polarization of PMCs in a magnetic fieldH0 is

ds5
n12n2

n11n2
5tanh S v0

2TD , ~3!
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wheren1 and n2 are the populations of the spin states parallel and antiparallel to
field, andT is the temperature. Even in a;1 T field ds becomes appreciable only a
liquid-helium temperatures, while at room temperatureds;1023. The equilibrium polar-
ization of the conduction electrons of nonmagnetic metals in an energy layer equaV
— the voltage in the STM — is much smaller,ds'v0 /V. For characteristic voltage
V;(0.121) V we haved;1024–1025. For this reason, the polarization of the tunneli
electrons in such metals can be neglected. But in ferromagnets, such as Fe, Co, N
their alloys, the polarization of thed electrons is close to 1. Taking into account t
nonmagnetics electrons, the polarization of electrons with energies close toEf andd f is
of the order of tenths. The polarization of electrons tunneling from a ferromagnet w
of the same order of magnitude.

Let us examine the current in an STM with a ferromagnetic needle. Using Eq.~2!, it
is not difficult to separate in the expression for the total tunneling currentJ0 a partJ1 that
depends on the polarizationds of the PMC. We obtain

J1

J0
5d fds

dJs

J0

a21

a11
. ~4!

HeredJs /J0 is the relative change occurring in the tunneling current in the presenc
PMCs on the surface. Ordinarily,dJs /J0;1021–1. We have introduced the ratioa of
the tunneling amplitudes:

a5as /at . ~5!

In the derivation of Eq.~4! we neglected the inelastic amplitudeb, since ordinarily it is
less thana. For the case when a paramagnetic center is present on the needle we
instead of Eq.~4!

J1

J0
5

ds•d t

2

dJs

J0

dJt

J0

a21

a11

b21

b11
. ~6!

Hered t is the polarization of the spin on the needle,b5as
t /at

t is the amplitude ratio for
PMCs on the needle, anddJt /J0 is the relative change occurring in the current due t
PMC on the needle.

To measure the effect~4!, ~6! it is necessary to change the polarizationds . An
alternating fieldH1(t) perpendicular toH0(t) and with frequencyv close tov0 can
appreciably decreaseds ~it can saturate the ESR line of the PMC!. If the field H0 is
modulated so that it would, with modulation frequencyvm , pass through resonanc
(v05v), then the polarizationds will vary with the modulation frequency. A necessa
condition for observing this modulation in the currentJ1 is

vm,t21. ~7!

3. OBSERVATION POSSIBILITIES

The amplitude of the modulational variation of the current in the STM is prop
tional to the differenced̄s2 d̃s between the steady-state value ofds , denotedd̄s , andds

in the saturation regime, denotedd̃s . The inequality (d̄s2 d̃s)/ d̄s!1 is reached when10

t1gsH1@1, ~8!
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wheret1 is the spin relaxation time.

The timet1 for PMCs on the surface of a metal at room temperature is very sh
since the spin–lattice relaxation is due to spin-exchange scattering of conduction
trons by PMCs,t1,10210 s, so that it is impossible to decreaseds substantially. For this,
H1 must be of the order of 1000 Oe. Only at liquid-helium temperatures cant1 become
sufficiently long for the condition~8! to be satisfied and to be able to makeds close to
zero. Under these conditions the equilibrium values ofds andd t in ;1 T fields can be
;1021. Then the amplitudeJ1 /J0 of the modulational variation can be;1022 and can
be observed experimentally.

In our view, a ferromagnetic needle and PMCs on a semiconductor surface are
more promising for observing ESR in a STM. The charge carrier density in lightly do
semiconductors can be;(1014–1015) cm23. For such electron densities different mech
nisms of spin–lattice relaxation are based on the spin–phonon interaction, and e
room temperaturest1>1027 s. In these cases a spin-exchange tunneling transition
amplitudeb can make an appreciable contribution to the spin kinetics of PMCs. It is
difficult to obtain for the reciprocal of the time of such a transition

t1s
21'b2

•dJs . ~9!

For the usual currents;1029 A in STMs and reasonable valuesb2;1022–1023 we
obtain t1s<1028–1027 s. Taking into account the timest1 and t1s , we obtain the
following kinetic equation fords :

dds

dt
52

1

t1
~ds2ds

0!2
1

t1s
~ds2d f !, ~10!

where ds
0 is the equilibrium value ofds , and d f is the spin polarization of electron

tunneling from the ferromagnetic needle. Then the stationary polarizationd̄s appearing in
Eq. ~4! equals

d̄s5~t1
211t1s

21!~d ft1s
211ds

0t1
21!. ~11!

If

t1s /t1!1, ~12!

thend̄s'd f . We now call attention to the fact that, in contrast tods
0 , d f does not depend

on the magnetic fieldH0. This effect, consisting of a substantial increase~by several
orders of magnitude! in the stationary polarization over the equilibrium polarizationds

0 ,
is due to the character of the spin-exchange relaxation and is analogous to the Over
effect11 — an increase in the stationary nuclear polarization.

If the conditions~8! and~12! are satisfied, the amplitude of the modulation variat
of the current~4! on passage of the fieldH0 through resonance is

J1

J0
'd f

2 dJs

J0

as21

as11
~13!

and can be substantial, of the order of several percent.

We note the following: 1! The modulation signal~13! is virtually temperature-
independent so long as the relation~12! holds andT,TC , whereTC is the Curie tem-
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perature of the ferromagnetic material of the needle; 2! the signal does not depend on th
field H0, which can be taken as the magnetic fieldH0 produced by the needle; and, 3! the
signal will be large only for a single polarity of the current in the STM, when electr
tunnel from the needle into the surface, i.e., a negative potential must be applied
needle. When the polarity of the current changes, the amplitude of the modulation
decreases sharply, since thend̄s5ds

0 .

If the metal surface is coated with a thin film of a crystalline insulator, then it is
possible to study PMCs on such a film. For this, the potential difference in the STM
be such that the tunneling electrons reach the conduction band of the insulator. The
can traverse a distance of the order ofl, the mean free path, without being captured
scattered, and they can give a so-called ballistic current in the STM. If the thickne
the insulator film is less thanl, then we can use Eqs.~4! and ~6! to study PMCs on its
surface.
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Normal ~N! metallic ~Ag! mesoscopic conductors with two supercon-
ducting ~S! faces ~Al !, arranged mirror-symmetrically relative to the
streamlines of the current, periodically switch into the normal state as
the superconducting phase differenceDw between the NS boundaries
approaches the valuesDw5(2n11)p, n50,1,2, . . . , irrespective of
temperature and applied voltage. ForDw52np and low applied volt-
ages the conductance passes through a maximum and approaches the
normal value as temperature decreases~reentrance!. As the voltage sub-
sequently increases, the conductance increases and passes through a
maximum. As the phase difference moves away from the valuesDw
52np, the maxima shift in the direction of low temperatures and volt-
ages. The latter result shows unequivocally that in our metal structures
it is necessary to take into account the next-order corrections to the
‘‘weak’’ proximity effect approximation. ©1998 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01107-4#

PACS numbers: 74.80.Fp, 74.50.1r

Electron transport in normal~N! disordered mesoscopic structures with contacts
superconductors~S! exhibits a number of unusual features.1–5 As the temperature de
creases below the critical value, the conductance of structures with one supercond
contact increases, reaching a maximum value at a finite temperature corresponding
Thouless energy and returns to its value in the normal state as temperature dec
further ~reentrance!. A similar maximum is observed as a function of the appli
voltage.5 The conductance of structures with several N/S contacts oscillates with a
5130021-3640/98/67(7)/8/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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ant’’ amplitude, much greater than that predicted at the early stage of development
theory,6 as a function of the differenceDw of the superconducting phases between
N/S boundaries.1,2 Both the reentrance phenomenon and the ‘‘giant’’ oscillation am
tude have been successfully explained on the basis of a quasiclassical theory,7–11 and it
was found that reentrance can be understood on the basis of a very simple mod
‘‘weak’’ proximity effect,8,10,11 in the approximation of low transmittance of the N
boundaries, without using more accurate models.7,12

In the present work we studied the effect of the phase difference on the reent
phenomena. The structures had two N/S contacts, arranged mirror-symmetrically re
to the measuring currents. The structures shown in Fig. 1 were studied. These stru
were proposed in Refs. 1 and 2. It was observed that the transport properties o
structures are virtually identical to those of normal structures when the difference o
superconducting phases between the NS boundaries had the valuesDw5(2n11)p,
n50,1,2, . . . , irrespective of temperature and applied voltage. ForDw52np and at low
applied voltages the conductance passes through a maximum and approaches the
value as temperature decreases, similarly to the manner in which this occurs in stru
with one contact. The dependence of the conductance on the applied voltage

FIG. 1. Sample geometry:I ,I ,V,V — current and potential contacts for measuring the resistance of the se
AB. CDEF — superconducting loop, producing a phase difference between the pointsC andD. The marker
length corresponds to 1mm.
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temperatures also has a maximum. The results of measurements with the indicate
phases agree well with the predictions of the quasiclassical theory in the limits of b
‘‘weak’’ proximity effect,8,10,11 in the approximation of weak transmittance of N
boundaries, and a ‘‘strong’’ proximity effect, when the transmittance of the bound
high.7,12 This indeterminacy is due to inadequate accuracy of the direct experim
determination of the transmittance of the boundaries. However, more profound co
sions about the mechanism of the influence of the superconductors can be dra
studying the line shape of the oscillations and the dependence of the positions
maxima of the conductance on the phase in the intervals 2np,Dw,(2n11)p. It was
found that when the phase difference deviates from the valuesDw52np the maxima of
the conductance shift in the direction of low temperatures and voltages. The latter
indicates unequivocally that in our metal structures it is necessary to take into accou
next-order corrections to the ‘‘weak’’ proximity effect approximation even when
deviation of the conductance from the normal value is relatively small~of the order of
10%!, since in this approximation the positions of the maxima are completely inde
dent of temperature and voltage.

Figure 1 shows schematically one of the experimental samples. This picture
drawn from a photograph made with an electron microscope. The endsC andD of the
vertical part of the cross are in good contact with lead superconducting loops. To pr
electrical contact between the normal current leads and the superconducting loops
dielectric interlayer (Al2O3, Fig. 1! was placed between them. The samples were fa
cated by three-layer lift-off electron-beam lithography with the layers aligned to wi
an accuracy of the order of 50 nm. The first layer consisted of silver, the second laye
a dielectric, and the third layer consisted of lead. The Ag, Al2O3, and Pb films were 50
nm, 20 nm, and 60 nm thick, respectively. The differential resistancedV/dI, the current–
voltage characteristics, and the magnetic field dependences of the resistance of t
tion AB ~see Fig. 1! were measured by a four-point method. Special filters were use
eliminate high-frequency noise.13,14

Figure 2 shows oscillations of the resistance of the sectionAB, the normal part of
the structure. The phase difference was produced by a magnetic field applied perpe
lar to the substrate. The period of the oscillations with respect to the magnetic field
equal to 4 G and corresponded to a quantumhc/2e of magnetic flux through the are
enclosed by the superconducting loops and the normal segmentAB. The curves have a
number of interesting features. For the phase differencesDw5(2n11)p the resistance
is independent of temperature and equals its value in the absence of the supercond
As temperature decreases, the oscillations become nonsinusoidal, peaks appear
pointsDw5(2n11)p, and the resistance near the phase differencesDw52np depends
nonmonotonically on temperature and forms a plateau. Hysteresis of the oscillati15

which can arise as a result of shielding of the magnetic field, was not observed.

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of the correction to the resistanc
can see that the position of the minimum depends strongly on the phase differenc
the phase difference increases, the minimum shifts in the direction of lower temper
and is not observed in the experimental temperature interval for phase differences
approximatelyDw53p/4 ~Fig. 3!.

The current–voltage characteristics of the sectionAB of the normal structures wer
also found to be very sensitive to the phase difference between the pointsC andD. Just
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as in the case of the temperature dependences for the phase differenceDw5(2n11)p,
the resistance remained practically constant and equalled its value in the absence
superconductors, while near the phase differenceDw52np at temperatures below th
minimum the correction to the resistance was found to be a nonmonotonic function
applied voltage~Fig. 4!. Just as in the case of the temperature dependence, the posit

FIG. 2. Oscillations of the resistance of the sectionAB ~see Fig. 1! as a function of the phase differenc
betweenC andD at different temperatures: a! aboveTmax; curve1 — 900 mK,2 — 500 mK,3 — 300 mK,
4 — 120 mK; b! below Tmax; 4 — 120 mK, 5 — 70 mK, 6 — 30 mK. Tmax is the temperature at which the
amplitude of the oscillations is maximum.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the correction to the resistance for phase differencesDw50 (s), Dw
5p/2 (,), Dw53p/4 (L), Dw5p (h) . The solid line shows the temperature dependences calculated u
Eqs.~1!–~4! for phase differencesDw50 andp.
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the minimum was found to depend on the phase difference: As the phase diffe
increases, the minimum shifts in the direction of lower voltages.

The principal microscopic mechanism of the observed oscillations are Andree
flections of the quasiparticles.16 This process couples the condensate wave functions
their phases in the N and S regions. The nonmonotonic dependences of the res
near the phase differencesDw52np are due to the reentrance of the conductance of
conductors into the normal state. The physical picture of the reentrance phenom
simplest in the limit of a ‘‘weak’’ proximity effect8–11 with a small transmittance of the
N/S boundaries, when the amplitude of the induced condensate functions in the n
conductors is small, while the changes in the wave functions and distribution functio
the S regions can be neglected. In this limit the contribution of the condensate
functions to the conductance can be represented as a sum of two contributions due
penetration of Cooper pairs and decrease of the density of states in the N region
have different signs: Cooper-pair penetration, similarly to the Maki–Thomp
mechanism,17 increases conductance, while a decrease in the density of states dec
it. Reentrance into the normal state is due to the characteristic energy depende
these contributions.10,11 At low temperatures they compensate each other, and as a r
the superconductors have no influence at all. As energy increases, decompensat
pears and then vanishes at high energies.

The quasiclassical theory developed in Refs. 8–11 and 18 in the weak prox
effect approximation makes it possible to explain the result quantitatively for the p
differencesDw50 andDw5p. The solid lines in Fig. 3 show the theoretical curv
calculated using the following formulas:18

DR

RN
5

1

V E
2`

`

deF~e,V,T!^m&, ~1!

where

F~e,V,T!5
1

2F tanhS e1V

2T D2tanhS e2V

2T D G , ~2!

FIG. 4. Relative correction to the resistance versus the voltage on the sectionAB with phase differenceDw
50 and different temperatures:s,h,L correspond to measurements at 30 mK, 50 mK, and 70 mK, res
tively. The solid lines show the curves obtained using Eqs.~1! and~5! for the corresponding temperatures. Inse
The experimental data for 30 mK (h) and curves calculated using Eq.~1! with different distribution functions
— solid line, Eq.~5!; dotted line, Eq.~2! — are shown for comparison.
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^m2&5
1

16
~11cosw!r H ReS F0

2

~Q coshQ t!
2

sinh 2Q22Q

Q D
2

uF0u2

uQ coshQ tu2Fsinh~2Q8!

Q8
2

sin~2Q9!

Q9
G J , ~3!

F0
25

D2

D22~e1 iG!
; Q5Lk; Q t5~L1L1!k;

k5A~2i e1g!/hD; Q5Q81 iQ9. ~4!

Here F(e,V,T) is the distribution function (V and T are, respectively, half the
voltage across the sectionAB and the temperature!; w is the phase difference betweenC
and D; r 5(r N /r b)2, where r b is the resistance of the N/S boundary andr N is the
resistance of the normal part of the structure;D is the superconducting gap;G is the
depairing rate in the superconductor;g5hD/Lw

2 is the depairing rate in the normal meta
Lw is the phase interruption length;D is the diffusion coefficient; and,L and L1 are,
respectively, half the lengths of the segmentsAB andCD ~see Fig. 1!.

As one can see from Fig. 3, the agreement between theory and experiment is
factory. The values of the quantities employed in making the fit —D572–85 cm2/s,
Lw51.5–2mm, r 50.48–0.77,L51 mm, L151 mm, G50.1D, andD51.36 meV —
are reasonable, considering the fact that the accuracy of the experimental determ
of a number of quantities to which the curves are especially sensitive, for exampl
resistancer of the barriers, is low.

Fitting of expression~1! to the voltage dependence of the resistance of the nor
structure presents a number of difficulties and requires additional assumptions.
substitution of the parameters obtained from the temperature dependence yields a
of the voltage for which the resistance is minimum. It is much greater than the ex
mentally observed value (Vtheor55.5Vexp). This could be due to the fact that the deriv
tion of Eq. ~1! assumed an equilibrium distribution function near the current leads
other words, the energy of the quasiparticles in the reservoir is determined by the
peratureT and the potential differenceV between the reservoirs. In reality, the electr
energy relaxation length can reach tens of microns at low temperatures.19 Therefore,
electrons with energy greater thaneV could have been present in our samples,
thermalization process in the reservoirs themselves could be impeded, making it
sary to introduce an effective temperature that depends on the voltage and the
coordinates. In our experimental temperature interval, if electron–phonon collision
neglected, the distribution function~2! can be written, according to the model of Ref. 2
in the form

F1~e,V,T!5
1

2F tanhS e1V

2T1
D2tanhS e2V

2T1
D G , ~5!

whereT15(T21V1
2/L)1/2 is the electron temperature near the contacts,L5p2/3e2 is the

Lorentz number,T is the temperature in the reservoirs, andV15aV is the effective
potential difference, which, as we have said, can be greater than the measured vaV;
anda is a constant, serving as an adjustable parameter (a.1).
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The solid lines in Fig. 4 show the curves calculated using Eqs.~1! and~5!. The only
adjustable parameter was the coefficienta'3.7; all other parameters were determined
fitting to the temperature dependence.

The quasiclassical formulas~1!–~5!, which describe completely satisfactorily th
behavior of structures with fixed phase differencesDw5np,n50,1,2, . . . , arefound to
be inapplicable at intermediate phases. This is indicated by the qualitative changes
we observed in the temperature and voltage dependences of the conductance as a
of the phase difference as well as the substantial deviations in the line shape
oscillations from a sinusoid in the entire experimental temperature interval~Figs. 2 and
3!. According to Eqs.~1!–~5!, all dependences should be described by a universal f
tion with a similarity factor 11cosw. The deviations of the line shape of the oscillatio
can in principle arise, as was shown in Ref. 15, as a result of partial screening w
finite induced critical current in the normal segmentCD. However, this explanation is
inapplicable, since in virtually the entire experimental temperature interval the dis
LCD.jT5(\D/2pkBT)1/2, and the critical current was negligibly small.

In summary, the quasiclassical theory in the approximation of a weak proxi
effect8–11and low transmittance of the N/S boundaries, which made it possible to ex
quantitatively the reentrance phenomenon in mesoscopic S/N structures with one
conducting contact,5 explains quite satisfactorily the transport properties of symme
S/N/S structures with fixed phase differences between the S/N contacts,Dw5np,
n51,2, 3, . . . . However, measurements with intermediate phasesDw indicate the need
for more realistic models and can serve as a helpful method for studying the mech
of mesoscopic proximity effects.
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Evolution of large-scale correlations in a strongly
nonequilibrium Bose condensation process

Yu. Kagan and B. V. Svistunov
Kurchatov Institute Russian Science Center, 123182 Moscow, Russia
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The evolution of off-diagonal correlation functions~for the example of
a single-particle density matrix! in the process of Bose condensation of
an initially nonequilibrium interacting gas is discussed. Special atten-
tion is given to the character of the decay of the density matrix at
distances much greater than the size of the quasicondensate region.
Specifically, it is shown that the exponential decay of the density ma-
trix necessarily presupposes the presence of a chaotic vortex structure
— a tangle of vortex lines — in the system. When topological order is
established but there is no off-diagonal long-range order, the density
matrix decays with distance according to a power law. ©1998 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01207-9#

PACS numbers: 03.75.Fi

One of the most interesting aspects of the kinetics of Bose condensation
character of the formation of quantum correlations and the long-range order in an in
strongly nonequilibrium, chaotic gas system. A characteristic feature of such a gas s
is total absence of a condensate phase. Let us assume that an isolated gas system
fixed number of particlesN or densityn and characteristic particle energy«* much lower
than the equilibrium Bose-condensation temperatureTc(n) has formed as a result o
rapid cooling. In this case, evolution actually reduces to the formation of a particle fl
energy space, transporting into the region«'0 particles that form a Bose condensate
equilibrium. If «* @nU0 (U054p\2a/m, wherea is the scattering length!, then a de-
scription based on a Boltzmann kinetic equation is adequate at the first stage of evo
~see Refs. 1–4 for a more detailed discussion!. It is easy to see that even at this stage
system passes through a state with occupation numbersnk@1, and this inequality only
intensifies in the course of evolution~if «* !Tc(n), then this inequality holds from the
outset for all modes with«k<«* ).

In Ref. 5 it was shown that for large occupation numbers the temporal evolutio
the system can be described by a statistical matrix which is diagonal in the coh
states representation

W~ t !5E DaQ~a!uF~ t,a!&^F~ t,a!u. ~1!

Here the coherent statesuF(t,a)& are eigenfunctions of the field operator

ĉuF~ t,a!&5c~ t,a!uF~ t,a!&, ~2!
5210021-3640/98/67(7)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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with eigenvaluesc satisfying the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation

i
]c

]t
52

D

2m
c1Vc1U0ucu2c ~3!

~Here and below,\51 andV is the external potential;D is the Laplacian operator!.

In expression~1! averaging over the initial distribution of coherent states is p
formed. Initially, the single-particle modes are independent, and the indexa[$ak% char-
acterizes the set of complex parametersak5rk exp iwk of the standard coherent states6

Accordingly, in Eq.~1!

Da[)
k

d~rk
2!

dwk

p
. ~4!

The phases of the harmonics in the initial state are completely uncorrelated, andQ(a) is
a smooth function

Q~a!5)
k

Qk~rk
2!. ~5!

For fixeda the solution of Eq.~3! ~in the homogeneous case! should correspond to the
initial condition

c~0,a!5(
k

ake
ik–r5(

k
rke

iwk1 ik–r. ~6!

The objective of the present work is to analyze the evolution of the correla
properties in the process of formation of long-range order. For this, we shall examin
temporal evolution of the single-particle density matrix.

According to Eq.~1!, the density matrix averaged over an individual coherent s
in a homogeneous space can be represented in the form (V is the volume of the system!

Ka~r ,t !5
1

VE dr 8^F~ t,a!uĉ†~r1r 8!ĉ~r 8!uF~ t,a!&

5
1

VE dr 8c* ~r1r 8,t,a!c~r 8,t,a!. ~7!

The functionc(r ,t,a) in Eq. ~7! is a solution of Eq.~3!. The complete density matrix
K(r ,t) presupposes an averaging of Eq.~7! with the statistical matrix~1!.

Expressions~7!, ~3!, and ~1! imply that to analyze the correlation properties it
sufficient to find the solution of Eq.~3! for different values ofa. This is an extremely
important result, since the Boltzmann transport equation ceases to be valid aft
particles that ultimately form a condensate have arrived in the energy interval«k,nU0

~coherent region!. To describe the evolution we must employ an equation for the clas
field ~3!. Actually, even the solution obtained for one representative value ofa gives a
comparatively complete picture of the evolution of the system.

When most of the future condensate particles have arrived in the coherent re
their kinetic energy drops below the potential energy of their mutual interaction.
individual modes are no longer independent, and at this stage large-scale quantu
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relation effects appear. It is significant that Eq.~3! is valid in the kinetic region«
.nU0. In this sense it gives a unified description, valid in both the coherent and ki
regions. This implies the existence of a continuous flux from the kinetic into the coh
region, without any characteristic features at the boundary between these regions

At the initial stage of evolution, fluctuations of both the phase and modulus~or
density! of the complex fieldc are large in the coherent region, but even when
particle density lies in the narrow energy interval«0(t)!nU0 or k0(t)!kc (kc51/r c

5A2mnU0 is the reciprocal of the correlation radius! the modulus fluctuations are sup
pressed~see Ref. 2!. The correlation properties are actually determined by the ph
fluctuations. At the same time, the excess energy which must be transferred to the
condensate subsystem when the equilibrium condensation is reached is small to the
that the density fluctuations are weak:

K S dn

n D 2L 'S k0~ t !

kc
D 2

! 1 . ~8!

This signifies, specifically, that starting at this stage of evolution the properties o
above-condensate subsystem actually do not change, and the subsystem is effe
already in equilibrium. The character of the shortening of the intervalk0(t) is now
limited by energy transfer from nonequilibrium fluctuations and topological defect
this subsystem.

The existence of a finite intervalk0(t) in which the Fourier components of th
classical fieldc are concentrated determines the spatial scale of the regionsr 0(t)
'k0

21(t)@r c in which the relative fluctuations are weak. Forr ,r 0(t) the phase differ-
ence between the functionsc appearing in the correlation function~7! practically vanish
andKa'n0 (n0 is the density, essentially identical to the equilibrium density of a c
densate established at the end of evolution; for«* !Tc the value ofn0 is close to the total
densityn). Averaging with the statistical matrix~1! preserves this result. Thus the dens
matrix for r ,r 0(t) behaves as it would in the presence of a true Bose condensate
can arrive at the same conclusion by studying more complicated correlation func
For example, it was shown in Ref. 2 that under these conditions the three-particle d
correlation function~responsible for the three-particle recombination rate! is a factor of
six lower than the value in the kinetic region. But this result was predicted earlier8 for
systems with a true equilibrium condensate.~This effect was recently discovere
experimentally.9!

Thus, a unique quasicondensate state, exhibiting properties of a true condens
all characteristics that depend on correlations at distancesr ,r 0(t), is established. At the
same time, regionsr @r 0(t) are still uncorrelated, which signifies the absence of lo
range order, and they should accordingly be characterized by a decrease of the
matrix with increasingr .

The breakdown of phase correlations at large distances occurs for two reasons7 The
first one is the inevitable appearance of a chaotic vortex structure~vortex tangle! during
the evolution of the nonequilibrium system. A simple description of such a struc
presupposes the introduction of a spatial scalel , determining the average distance b
tween the vortex lines~see, for example, Ref. 10!. The interaction with the above
condensate particles results in a decrease of the total length of the vortex lines in a
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and, correspondingly, an increase inl (t) ~see Ref. 7 for a more detailed discussion!. The
other reason is the presence of anomalous long-wavelength fluctuations of the phas
anomalous distribution of nonequilibrium long-wavelength phonons, which is assoc
with these phase fluctuations, in the relaxing system.~In Ref. 2 it was shown that fork
!kc collective excitations possess a Bogolyubov spectrum even in the absence
condensate.! Relaxation of these phonons is also associated with an interaction wit
above-condensate particles.

In contradistinction to the preceding stages of evolution, the establishment of
range order is now due to time scales that depend on the size of the system.
consider the asymptotic behavior of the density matrix forr @r 0(t)@r c . Let the ‘‘wave
function’’ c be of the form

c5An0eix ~9!

and let us expand the phase difference in the exponential in Eq.~7! in a Fourier series

x~r 8,t,a!2x~r 81r ,t,a!5 ( 8
k,k0~ t !

@xke
ik–r8~12eik–r !1c.c.#. ~10!

The prime on the summation sign signifies summation over half the phase space. A
ing the Fourier components to be independent, we rewrite the exponential as a prod
exponentials for separatek and expand the latter in a series, retaining quadratic te
(xk;V21/2). After integrating overr 8 in Eq. ~7! we obtain

) 8
k,k0~ t !

~122uxku2~12cosk–r !!. ~11!

Returning to the exponential form, we find finally

Ka~r ,t !5n0e2S~r ,t !, S~r ,t !5 (
k,k0~ t !

uxku2~12cosk–r !. ~12!

It is easy to show directly that the functionS(r ,t) can be rewritten in the form

S~r ,t !5
1

2
@x~r 81r ,t,a!2x~r 8,t,a!#2, ~13!

where the averaging is performed over the initial reference pointr 8.

Let us first consider the case when the relaxation of the vortex structure, char
ized by the timetV( l ), is slower than the decay of the nonequilibrium phonons witk
' l 21, i.e., the corresponding timetw(k5 l 21),tV( l ). Since photons withk. l 21 decay
more rapidly (tw

21;kn, n52, 1; see Ref. 7 for a more detailed discussion!, a virtually
quasiequilibrium state is established in regions of size; l (t). Therefore the characteristi
scale size of the quasicondensate regions in this case isr 0(t); l (t).

The phase difference in Eq.~13! can be written in the form

~dx!r5E
r8

r1r8
dr1¹ r1

x. ~14!

For r @ l (t) the contour of integration intersects a large numberN;r / l (t)@1 of phase-
uncorrelated quasicondensate regions. The random spatial distribution of the vorte
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in a tangle and of the sign of the circulations on them has the effect that the p
gradients at distances larger thanl are uncorrelated. Keeping this in mind, we have

~dx!r
2'rl ~¹x!0

2. ~15!

Here the local correlation function(¹x)0
2; l 22. As a result

S~r ,t !5j
r

l ~ t !
, ~16!

wherej is a numerical coefficient of order 1. Therefore the density matrix~12! and~13!
decays exponentially at distancesr @ l (t). In studying the relaxation of the vortex stru
ture, we found earlier7 for l (t) the relation~to logarithmic accuracy!

l ~ t !;AG0a1/3At. ~17!

HereG052p/m is the circulation quantum;a5(n0U0 /T)3/2 is a dimensionless friction
coefficient, obtained assuming that the temperature of the above-condensate partT
@n0U0. It follows from Eqs.~16! and ~17! that the size of the quasicondensate regio
whereK(r ,t)'n0 increases with time asAt.

When l (t) reaches the size of the systemL as a result of complete relaxation of th
vortex structure,S ceases to depend onr . The functionKa(r ,t) and together with it the
complete density matrix assume a constantr -independent value. As a result, simult
neously with the topological order there arises off-diagonal long-range order, and
Bose condensate is formed.

Let us examine the opposite limiting case, where the vortex structure relaxes
quickly than the nonequilibrium fluctuations of the regular phase. Assume that at
moment the vortex structures vanishes and topological order is established. How
complete long-range order~or, equivalently, a true condensate! is absent. The size of the
quasicondensate regions and its evolution in time are now dictated by the relaxat
the fluctuations of the regular phase~i.e., nonequilibrium long-wavelength phonons!.
Although phase correlation once again breaks down at distancesr .r 0(t), we cannot
make use of the foregoing considerations concerning the behavior of the corre
function of the phase gradients. These considerations are valid only in the presenc
vortex tangle~see below!.

For k0(t)!kc the kinetic energy concentrated in a quasicondensate can be estim
as

Ekin5
n0

2mE dr ~¹x!25
n0V

m (
k

k2uxku2. ~18!

At the same time, we have from the initial Hamiltonian

Ekin5(
k

k2

2m
^nk&;

k0
2~ t !

m
n0V. ~19!

Since

(
k,k0~ t !

k2uxku2;Vk0
5~ t !uxk0

u2, ~20!
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and comparing both expressions forEkin we have

uxk0
u2; 1/Vk0

3~ t !. ~21!

This relation is valid for arbitraryk0(t) in the process of evolution. At the same time, t
fluctuations relax from the ‘‘head,’’ since the decay of the nonequilibrium acou
modes satisfies the lawtw

21;kn, n52, 1 ~see Ref. 7!. Therefore it can be asserted th
there is not enough time for the distribution with smaller values ofk to be restructured
and therefore the result~21! implies that for allk,k0(t)

uxku25g/Vk3. ~22!

Substituting expression~22! into Eq. ~13!, we find

S~r ,t !'4pg ln~k0~ t !r ! ~k0~ t !r @ 1 !. ~23!

Comparing Eqs.~23! and~16!, we find that the advanced appearance of topological o
strongly changes the asymptotic behavior of the density matrix. Off-diagonal orde
pears whenr 0(t) reaches the size of the systemL. The corresponding establishment tim
tw;L2 in the hydrodynamic regime ortw;L, if the above-condensate particles are in
Knudsen regime~see Ref. 7!.

For tw@tV , until topological order appears, the behavior of the density matri
more complicated. In this case the relaxation of the phonons lags the relaxation
vortices and the size of the quasicondensate regionsr 0(t)! l (t) is determined by fluc-
tuations of the regular phase. In the intervalr 0(t),r , l (t) the density matrix decays
with distance with an exponent determined by expression~23!. For r . l (t) the decay law
changes markedly in accordance with the dependence~16!.

In conclusion, we shall present two general remarks. In the derivation of Eqs.~12!
and ~13! we assumed that the Fourier components of the phase difference in Eq.~7! are
independent. If the behavior of the density matrix is determined by fluctuations o
regular phase~after relaxation of the vortex structure!, then the expansion~10! is actually
an expansion in the long-wavelength phonon modes. The independence of these
automatically leads to Eqs.~11! and ~12!. In the presence of a vortex structure t
behavior of the density matrix forr @ l (t) is determined by the accumulated phase d
ference~14!. Since at distances of the orderl (t) the phase incrementDx changes in an
uncorrelated manner in sign and magnitude, while integration over the initial refer
point in Eq. ~7! gives complete averaging, we have a typical Markovian picture.
r / l (t)@1 this leads to a Gaussian distribution for the probability of the appearance
definite value of the phase difference (dx) r , which leads directly to the result~13!. This
agreement reflects the fact that the long-wavelength fluctuations with wave numbk
corresponding to the conditionkl(t)!1 and responsible for the behavior of the dens
matrix for r @ l (t) are statistically independent under the conditions studied.

The other remark is linked with some general considerations which make it pos
to understand the reason for the different asymptotic behavior of the nonequilib
density matrix in the presence or absence of a vortex structure. For an individual
ponent of the classical field appearing in Eq.~7!, going around a closed contour gives

R ¹x•dl5 2pM . ~24!
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HereM is an integer.~We assume that the contour does not intersect any vortex lin!
Let us consider the contour shown in Fig. 1, and letr ab@r 0(t). If it is assumed that all
quasicondensate regions are independent and that the sign of¹x•dl in these regions is
arbitrary~as a consequence of the arbitrariness of the direction of¹x), the phase differ-
ence is

xb2xa5E
C1

¹x•dl'Ar abr 0~ t !u~¹x!0u ~25!

~see Eq.~15!!. But if we take a different contour,C2, of lengthLab , then

xb2xa5E
C2

¹x•dl'ALabr 0~ t !u~¹x!0u. ~26!

For Lab@r ab , in going around a closed contour we clearly obtain 2pM with MÞ0. This
signifies the presence of vortex lines intersecting the area enclosed by the cont
there are no vortex lines, then the assumption that¹x has an arbitrary direction in
individual quasicondensate regions is incorrect. This signifies that the vanishing
vortex structure leaves the nonequilibrium system with finite disorder. This is why
asymptotic behavior of the density matrix changes from~16! to ~23!.
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Vortex mass in BCS systems: Kopnin and
Baym–Chandler contributions

G. E. Volovik
Low Temperature Laboratory, Helsinki University of Technology, P. O. Box 2200, FIN
02015 HUT, Finland; Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics, Russian Academy
of Sciences, 117334 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 6 March 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 7, 502–506~10 April 1998!

The Kopnin mass and the Baym–Chandler mass of a vortex have the
same origin. Both represent the mass of the normal component trapped
by the vortex. The Kopnin mass of a vortex is formed by quasiparticles
localized in the vicinity of the vortex. In the superclean limit it is
calculated as a linear response, in exactly the same way as the density
of the normal component is calculated in a homogeneous superfluid.
The Baym–Chandler mass is the hydrodynamic~associated! mass
trapped by a vortex. It is analogous to the normal component formed by
inhomogeneities, such as pores and impurities. Both contributions are
calculated for a generic model of a continuous vortex core. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01307-3#

PACS numbers: 74.20.Fg

It is well known that in BCS superfluids and superconductors the most impo
contribution to the vortex mass originates from the vortex core. The core mass in
systems is proportional to the area of the coreA;j2, wherej is the coherence length
~see Ref. 1 for the vortex mass in superconductors and Ref. 2 for the vortex ma
superfluid3He-B). This core mass is substantially larger than the logarithmically di
gent contribution, which comes from the compressibility. In spite of the logarith
divergence, the latter contains the speed of sound in the denominator and thus is s
by a factor of (a/j)2!1, wherea is the interatomic distance. The compressibility ma
of the vortex dominates in Bose superfluids, where the core size is small,j;a.

According to Kopnin theory the core mass comes from the fermions trapped i
vortex core.1–4 Recently the problem of another vortex mass of hydrodynamic origin
raised in Ref. 5. It is the so-called backflow mass discussed by Baym and Chan6

which also can be proportional to the core area. Here we compare these two contrib
in the superclean regime and at lowT!Tc using the continuous-core model.

The continuous-core vortex is one of the best models and helps solve many
lems in vortex core physics. Instead of considering the singular core, one can smo
the 1/r singularity of the superfluid velocity by introducing point gap nodes in the c
region. As a result the superfluid/superconducting state in the vortex core of any s
acquires the properties of the A phase of superfluid3He, with its continuous vorticity and
point gap nodes.7,8 Using the continuous-core model one can show, for example, tha
Kopnin ~spectral flow! force comes directly from the Adler–Bell–Jackiw chiral anoma
5280021-3640/98/67(7)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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equation,9 and this shows the real origin of this anomalous force. In this model one
easily separate different contributions to the vortex mass. Actually this is not only
model: The spontaneous smoothing of the velocity singularity occurs in the core of
types of vortices observed in3He-B ~Ref. 8!; in heavy fermionic and high-Tc supercon-
ductors such smoothening can occur due to admixture of different pairing states
vortex core.

It appears that both the Kopnin mass and the Baym–Chandler mass are related
normal component. In general the normal component of a superfluid comes from
sources:~i! the local contribution, which comes from the system of quasiparticles, an~ii !
the associated mass related to the backflow. The latter is dominant in porous ma
where some part of superfluid component is hydrodynamically trapped by the pore
thus is removed from the overall superfluid motion. The normal component, which g
rise to the vortex mass, contains precisely the same two contributions.~i! The local
contribution comes from the quasiparticles localized in the vortex core and thus m
with the core. This is the origin of the Kopnin mass according to Ref. 4.~ii ! The
associated mass contribution arises because the profile of the local density of the n
component in the vicinity of the vortex core disturbs the superflow around the vo
when the vortex moves. This creates a backflow, and thus some part of the sup
component is trapped by the moving vortex, resulting in the Baym–Chandler mass
vortex.

Let us consider this for the example of the simplest continuous-core vortex~Fig. 1!.
It has the following distribution of the unit vectorl̂(r ), which shows the direction of the
point gap nodes in the smooth core:

l̂~r !5 ẑ cosh~r !1 r̂ sin h~r !, ~1!

wherez,r ,f are cylindrical coordinates. For superfluid3He-A the l̂ vector in the smooth
core changes froml̂(0)52 ẑ to l̂(`)5 ẑ, which represents a doubly quantized continuo
vortex. For the smoothed singly quantized vortices in3He-B and superconductors one h
two l̂ vectors with l̂1(0)5 l̂2(0)52 ẑ and l̂1(`)52 l̂2(`)5 r̂ ~Ref. 8!. The region of
radiusR in which the texture of thel̂ vectors is concentrated is called the smooth~or soft!
core of the vortex.

Kopnin mass. Let us recall the phenomenological derivation of the Kopnin mas
the vortex at lowT and in the superclean regime.4 If the vortex moves with velocityvL

with respect to the superfluid component, the fermionic energy spectrum in the v
frame is Doppler shifted:E5E0(n)2k•vL , wheren stands for the fermionic degrees o
freedom in the stationary vortex. The summation over fermionic degrees of free
leads to an extra linear momentum of the vortex}vL :

P5(
n

ku~2E!5(
n

k~k•vL!d~E0!5MKopninvL . ~2!

Note that this vortex mass is determined in essentially the same way as the n
component density in the bulk system. The Kopnin vortex mass is nonzero if the de
of fermionic states is finite in the vortex core. The density of states~DOS! is determined
by the interlevel spacingv0 in the core:N(0)}1/v0, which gives the following estimate
for the Kopnin vortex mass:MKopnin;kF

3/v0 ~the exact expression isMKopnin
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5*
2kF

kF (dkz /4p)(k'
2 /v0(kz))). For the soft-core vortex the interlevel spacing isv0

;\2/(mjR), which gives a Kopnin massMKopnin;rjR ~Ref. 10!, wherer is the mass
density of the liquid.

For our purposes it is instructive to consider the normal component associated
the vortex as a local quantity determined at each point in the vortex core. Such a
ment is valid for a smooth core with a radiusR@j, where the local classical descriptio

FIG. 1. Singular vortex versus soft-core vortex: a — in thesingular vortex the gap continuously decreases a
becomes zero on the vortex axis~at r 50); b — for some vortices it is energetically favorable to escape t
nullification of the order parameter atr 50. Instead, within the smooth core,r ,R, point gap nodes appear in

the spectrum of fermions.7 The unit vectorsl̂1 and l̂2 show the directions to the nodes at differentr . Close to the
gap nodes the spectrum of fermions is similar to that in3He-A.
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of the fermionic spectrum can be applied. The main contribution comes from the
gap nodes, for which the classical spectrum has the formE0

5AvF
2(k2kF)21D0

2( k̂3 l̂)2, where D0 is the gap amplitude. In the presence of t
gradient of thel̂ field, which acts on the quasiparticles as an effective magnetic field,
gapless spectrum leads to a nonzero local DOS and finally to the following local de
of the normal component atT50 ~see Eq.~5.24! in the review11!:

~rn! i j ~r !5rnl̂ i l̂ j , rn5
kF

4

2p2D0
u~ l̂•¹W ! l̂ u5

kF
4 sin h

2p2D0
u] rhu. ~3!

The integral of this normal density tensor over the cross section of the soft
gives the same Kopnin mass of the vortex but in the local density representation,4

MKopnin5
1

2 E d2rrn~r !sin2h~r !;rjR. ~4!

Here we have used the fact thatvF /D0;j. Note that the area law for the vortex mass
valid only for vortices withR;j, but in general one has the linear lawMKopnin;rjR
~Ref. 10!.

The associated (or induced) massappears when, say, an external body moves in
superfluid. This mass depends on the geometry of the body. For a moving cylind
radiusR it is the mass of the liquid displaced by the cylinder,

Massociated5pR2r, ~5!

which is to be added to the actual mass of the cylinder to obtain the total inertial ma
the body. In superfluids this part of the superfluid component moves with the ext
body and thus can be associated with the normal component. A similar mass is re
sible for the normal component in porous materials and in aerogels, where some p
superfluid is hydrodynamically trapped by the pores. It is removed from the ov
superfluid motion and thus becomes part of the normal component.

In the case when the vortex is trapped by a wire of radiusR@j, such that the vortex
core is represented by the wire, Eq.~5! gives the vortex mass due to the backflow arou
the moving core. This is the simplest realization of the backflow mass of the vo
discussed by Baym and Chandler.6 For such a vortex with a wire core the Baym
Chandler mass is the dominant mass of the vortex. The Kopnin mass, which can
from the normal excitations trapped near the surface of the wire, is substantially le

Let us now consider the Baym–Chandler mass for the free vortex atT50, again
using the continuous-core model. In the wire-core vortex this mass arises due
backflow caused by the inhomogeneity ofrs : rs(r .R)5r andrs(r ,R)50. A similar
but less severe inhomogeneity ofrs5r2rn occurs in the continuous-core vortex o
account of the nonzero local normal density in Eq.~3!. Due to the profile of the loca
superfluid density the external flow is disturbed near the core according to conti
equation

“•~rsvs!50. ~6!

If the smooth core is large,R@j, the deviation of the superfluid component in the smo
core from its asymptotic value outside the core is small:drs5r2rs;(j/R)r!r and
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can be considered as perturbation. Thus if the asymptotic value of the velocity o
superfluid component with respect of the core isvs052vL , the disturbancedvs5“F of
the superflow in the smooth core is given by:

r“2F5vs0
i ¹ j~rn! i j . ~7!

The kinetic energy of the backflow gives the Baym–Chandler mass of the vortex

MBC5
r

vs0
2 E d2r ~“F!2. ~8!

In the simple approximation in which the normal component in Eq.~3! is considered as
isotropic, one obtains

MBC5
1

2r E d2rrn
2~r !;rj2. ~9!

The Baym–Chandler mass does not depend on the core radiusR, since the large
area R2 of integration in Eq.~9! is compensated by the small value of the norm
component in the rarefied core,rn;r(j/R). That is why if the smooth core is large,R
@j, this mass is parametrically smaller than the Kopnin mass in Eq.~4!.

In conclusion, both contributions to the mass of the vortex result from the ma
the normal component trapped by the vortex. The difference between Kopnin mas
Baym–Chandler backflow mass lies only in the origin of the normal component tra
by the vortex. The relative importance of the two masses depends on the vortex
structure: 1! For a free continuous vortex with a large core sizeR@j, the Kopnin mass
dominates:MKopnin;rRj@MBC;rj2. 2! For a vortex trapped by a wire of radiusR
@j, the Baym–Chandler mass is proportional to the core area,MBC;rR2, and is para-
metrically larger than the Kopnin mass. 3! For a free vortex core with the core radiu
R;j the situation is not clear, since the continuous-core approximation no longer w
But extrapolation of the result in Eq.~9! to R;j suggests that the Baym–Chandler ma
can be comparable with the Kopnin mass.
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Terahertz emission from square wells in a longitudinal
electric field

L. E. Vorob’ev, D. V. Donetski , D. A. Firsov,a) and E. B. Bondarenko
St. Petersburg State Technical University, 195251 St. Petersburg, Russia

G. G. Zegrya
A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences,
194021 St. Petersburg, Russia

E. Towe
Thornton Hall, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22903-2442, USA

~Submitted 11 March 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 7, 507–511~10 April 1998!

Terahertz emission accompanying heating of two-dimensional elec-
trons by a strong electric field applied along size-quantized
GaAs/AlGaAs layers is observed and investigated. The emission is due
to indirect optical transitions of hot electrons in the bottom size-
quantization band. The experimentally obtained emission spectra are
compared with the spectra calculated taking into account scattering of
electrons by optical phonons, impurities, and interfacial roughness and
electron–electron scattering. Satisfactory agreement is obtained. The
temperature of the hot electrons is determined from a comparison of the
spectra. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!01407-8#

PACS numbers: 78.66.Fd, 73.20.Dx

1. INTRODUCTION

Intraband~occurring within a conduction band or valence band! transitions of elec-
trons and holes in quantum wells have been under extensive investigation in the la
years.1 This is due in part to the development of fast IR-range detectors and modula1

The development of quantum cascade2 and fountain3 lasers provided a new impetus t
this direction in the physics of low-dimensional systems. Most works on optical intra
phenomena are devoted to the study of absorption and emission of IR radiation
process of direct transitions of electrons or holes between size-quantization sub
Specifically, the emission of far-IR radiation due to interlevel direct transitions of
electrons4 and holes5–7 in quantum wells has been investigated. However, as far as
know, emission due to intrasubband transitions of hot charge carriers in quantum
has not been investigated. At the same time, this phenomenon also accompan
emission of light in direct transitions and serves as a source of information about c
carriers.

In the present work we observed and investigated experimentally and theoretic
5330021-3640/98/67(7)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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new phenomenon — terahertz emission due to indirect intrasubband transitions
electrons in a system of quantum wells in a longitudinal electric field. Despite the
that in the present work intrasubband emission has been studied in specific GaAs/A
structures with quantum wells~GaAs/AlGaAs MQW! in the presence of electron heatin
by an electric field, this radiation is of a general character and can be observ
different systems and devices with quantum wells for all cases where the energy
nonequilibrium electrons or holes is greater than the average energy of the equili
charge carriers. Such a situation can occur, for example, in the presence of inject
tunneling in heterostructures, in nanostructures, accompanying excitation of charg
riers by light, and so on.

Analysis of the emission spectra makes it possible, as will be shown below
determine the temperatureTe of hot electrons. This method of determining the tempe
ture of hot charge carriers is universal and has advantages over the well-known met
finding Te by analyzing the short-wavelength wing of the photoluminescence spec
~see, for example, Ref. 8! and over the method of finding ofTe from studying transport
phenomena.

2. CALCULATION OF THE EMISSION SPECTRA

Let us consider a simple, selectively doped~doped barrier! square quantum wel
with one or several, for example, two, size-quantization levelse1 ande2 ~see inset in Fig.
1!. If the splittingDe5e22e1 between the size-quantization subbands in a quantum
is sufficiently large, absorption and emission of light with photon energy\n!De and
polarization in the plane of the quantum-size layers~the polarization vectorev'Z, where
Z is the direction of growth of the structure! can occur only by means of indirect tran

FIG. 1. Experimentally obtained spontaneous emission spectra from structures with GaAs/Al0.22Ga0.78As quan-
tum wells for different external longitudinal electric field intensitiesE, V/cm; 1 — 71,2 — 214,3 — 286,4 —
414,5 — 1429,6 — 2000. Inset: Energy levels in a quantum well and scheme of optical transitions.
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sitions of electrons within the ground subbande1(ki). Momentum conservation obtain
as a result of electron scattering processes, the main ones being scattering by
phonons, impurities, and interfacial roughness and electron–electron scattering. W
that absorption of light polarized perpendicular to the layers (ev i Z) can occur only via
intermediate states in the second size-quantization subbande2(ki). However, as calcula-
tions show, since\n!De, the contribution of these transitions to absorption is small,
we shall neglect it in the present letter.

The spectral density of spontaneously emitted photons is described by the for

dN

dv
5rvWem5rv(

k
(
k8

w~k,k8! f k~12 f k8!, ~1!

where the wave vectorsk andk8 describe the initial and final states of an electron in
photon absorption event,rv52n3v2/pc3 is the photon density of states,n is the refrac-
tive index, c is the speed of light, andw(k,k8) is the probability of photon emission
during indirect transitions and is determined in second-order perturbation theory a

w~k,k8!5
2p

\ U(
i

HvHs

e02e i
U2

d~e f2e0!. ~2!

Here e0 , e1 , and e f are the energy of the initial, intermediate, and final states of
system;Hv is the matrix element of the electron–photon interaction energy; and,Hs is
the matrix element of the interaction energy during scattering of an electron. The ex
sions forHv andHs for electron–photon scattering are presented in Ref. 9. The m
element of the interaction of an electron with an ionized impurity was obtained in
10. Scattering of an electron by interfacial roughness was studied, for example, in
11. In the present work we employ a simplified variant of the approach used in Re
The computational parameter was the density of scattering islands on the GaA
AlGaAs interface. This density was determined by comparing the theoretically comp
and experimentally determined values of the electron mobility.

It was shown in this work that electron–electron scattering can also lead to ab
tion and emission of long-wavelength radiation, but the necessary condition for th
that the nonparabolicity of the energy spectrum of an electron in a quantum well mu
taken into account. Analytical expressions for the transition probability were obtaine
the limiting cases of nondegenerate and highly degenerate electron gas. For the ca
nondegenerate electron gas the electron–electron Coulomb interaction leads to t
lowing expression for the probability of spontaneous emission of a photon:

Wem5
210p3

n2

ns
2lg

4

LW

e2

\

~kBTe!
2

~\v!2

eb

\v
expS 2

\v

kBTe
D . ~3!

Herens is the surface density of electrons in the quantum well,lg5\/A2mceg, eg is the
band gap,LW is the width of the well,Te is the electron temperature,eB5mee

4/2\2k0
2 is

the Bohr energy for electrons in the crystal,me is the effective mass, andk0 is the static
dielectric constant.

To calculate the spectral density we employed, following Ref. 1, the Fermi d
bution with electron temperatureTe and took into account the electron scattering mec
nisms presented above.
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To make compare the computed and experimentally obtained spontaneous em
spectra correctly, in the calculations we also took into account the self-absorpti
radiation. To this end, together with calculations of emission, we calculated the intra
absorption coefficienta(v). As a result of self-absorption, radiation leaves the sam
from a depth not greater than the reciprocal 1/a(v) of the absorption coefficient. There
fore the spectral dependence of the absorption coefficient introduces substantial c
tions to the spectral density of the radiation calculated according to Eq.~1!.

3. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The GaAs/Al0.22Ga0.78As heterostructures investigated contained 150 undoped q
tum wells with widthLW56 nm, separated by doped barriers with widthLB514 nm. The
width of a spacer was equal to 4 nm. They were grown by MBE on semi-insulating G
substrates. The electron mobility atT577 K was equal tom53300 cm2/V•s. The surface
electron density wasns5331011 cm22. Ohmic contacts were deposited on the ends
the structure, and a pulsed electric field (Dt5200 ns! heating the electrons was applied
these contacts. The experiment was performed at temperatureT54.2 K. The electric
current flowed in the structure parallel to the quantum-size layers. Long-wavele
radiation was observed from the end of the structure with the aid of a wide-band Ge^Ga&
photodetector. The emission spectra were measured with a magnetic-field-tunablen-InSb
filter ~the method used for investigating the spectrum is described in greater detail in
12!.

4. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the spontaneous emission spectra from the above-described
tures for different values of the longitudinal electric field. The structure in the curve
not a reflection of some feature of the phenomenon but is due to experimental err

FIG. 2. Computed spontaneous emission spectra from structures taking into account self-absorption of r
for different electron gas temperaturesTe , K: 1 — 50, 2 — 70, 3 — 100,4 — 200,5 — 300,6 — 400. Inset:
Spectral density of radiation atTe550 K ~1 8! and 300 K~5 8!, neglecting self-absorption.
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the electric field intensity increases, the electron gas heats up, which increases the
of the curves for the emission spectra. The computational results are presented in
It should be noted that in different regions of the spectrum and for different values o
electron temperature the ratio of the contributions of different scattering mechanis
the spontaneous emission process changes. For example, in sufficiently high e
fields E.100 V/cm transitions of electrons involving scattering by optical phonons
impurities make the greatest contribution to the spontaneous emission of radiation,
the contribution of electron–electron scattering and scattering by interfacial roughn
much smaller. Self-absorption strongly affects the emission spectra from the sa
~compare the data presented in Fig. 2 and the inset in this figure!. Comparing the experi-
mentally obtained and the computed emission spectra made it possible to determ
dependence of the electron temperature on the electric field~see Fig. 3!. The dependence
obtained agrees with the results of Ref. 13, where emission of a similar type but fr
single heterojunction and much lower electric fields was investigated, as well as wit
data of Ref. 14, where the electron temperature was found from the short-wavel
wing of the interband emission spectra (hn.eg) from GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells
under intense optical excitation.

This work was supported in part by Grant 96-02-17404 from the Russian Fun
Fundamental Research, Grant 00615i96 from INTAS-RFBR, and Grant 96-1029 fro
Ministry of Science and Technology under the program ‘‘Physics of Solid-State N
structures,’’ and also by the Federal Target Program ‘‘Integration’’ under Project No
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FIG. 3. Curve of the electron temperature obtained by comparing experimental data and the calculatio
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Mechanism of silicon epitaxy on porous silicon layers

P. L. Novikov, L. N. Aleksandrov, A. V. Dvurechenski ,
and V. A. Zinov’ev
Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Scie
630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

~Submitted 26 December 1997; resubmitted 12 March 1998!
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The mechanism of silicon epitaxy on porous Si~111! layers is investi-
gated by the Monte Carlo method. The Gilmer model of adatom diffu-
sion extended to the case of arbitrary surface morphology is used. Va-
cancies and pendants of atoms are allowed in the generalized model,
the activation energy of a diffusion hop depends on the state of the
neighboring positions in the first and second coordination spheres, and
neighbors located outside the growing elementary layer are also taken
into account. It is shown that in this model epitaxy occurs by the for-
mation of metastable nucleation centers at the edges of pores, followed
by growth of the nucleation centers along the perimeter and the forma-
tion of a thin, continuous pendant layer. Three-dimensional images of
surface layers at different stages of epitaxy were obtained. The depen-
dence of the kinetics of the epitaxy process on the amount of deposited
silicon is determined for different substrate porosities. ©1998 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01507-2#

PACS numbers: 81.15.Hi

In recent years appreciable attention has been devoted to epitaxy on porous s
The preservation of long-range order and the low defect density on flat boundar
porous layers make it possible to use these layers as a substrate for epitaxial gro
silicon. In a number of experimental works1–3 it has been shown that it is possible
obtain continuous single-crystal films over a porous silicon layer. However, the me
nism by which pores near the initial surface of the porous layer become overg
remains unclear. Most works on the simulation of growth on a flat solid surface are b
on the Weeks–Gilmer model of diffusion inside a layer.4 In this model two types of
kinetic processes are studied: flow of atoms to a surface from a molecular beam
thermally activated diffusion hops of atoms. The activation energy depends on the
ber of neighbors in the first and second coordination spheres. In the model, the follo
restrictions are important. In the first place, vacancies and pendant atoms are forb
In the second place, the neighbors in the second coordination sphere that are l
outside the growing elementary layer are neglected. These restrictions make it impo
in principle to use this model to describe growth on a porous substrate. The first re
tion rules out motion of atoms along vertical pore walls and the second one ma
impossible to take account of the specific nature of atom diffusion between layers.
5390021-3640/98/67(7)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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present letter the model of Ref. 4 is extended so as to take account of interlayer diff
and the initial stage of Si epitaxy on porous Si~111! layers is studied on the basis of th
model developed.

The generalized diffusion model is constructed on the basis of the initial premis
the Weeks–Gilmer model and includes two new assumptions. First, vacancies an
dants of atoms are permitted. Second, the summation of the second-nearest nei
which determine the activation energy of diffusion, extends over 12 positions in
second coordination sphere. Evaporation of atoms is not studied. All numerical pa
eters of the generalized model are corrected so that the growth process on a s
Si~111! surface would occur identically to the process in the Gilmer diffusion mode

The computational algorithm is constructed on aNX3NY3NZ51603160320
three-dimensional grid whose nodes correspond to regular positions of atoms
crystal structure of silicon. The state of the cells that are filled with atoms is characte
by the numbersN1 and N2 of neighbors in the first and second coordination sphe
(0<N1<4, 0<N2<12), respectively. Each atom executes a diffusion hop with pr
ability p(N1 , N2 , T). The first position of a diffusion hop is chosen randomly among
unoccupied cells in the first and second coordination spheres. Transitions which re
an atom not having any neighbors in the first coordination sphere are forbidden
probability of a diffusion hop~with the condition that the end-point position is fre!
equals

p~N1 ,N2 ,T!5p0•exp~2E/kT!, E5E1N11E2N2 ,

wherek is Boltzmann’s constant,T is the temperature, andp05exp((E113E2)/kT) is a
factor chosen so that the probability of a diffusion hop on the free~111! surface equals 1
To decrease the amount of computation, a threshold probabilityps , which limits the
number of ‘‘candidates’’ for a diffusion hop~active array! to atoms for whichp(N1 , N2 ,
T).ps , is introduced. Scanning over the elements in an active array is performed d
an iteration. The time interval corresponding to one iteration is estimated
t5x•p0 /n, where n52.531013 s21 is the frequency of atomic oscillations andx
56/16 is a coefficient that takes account of the ratio between the numbers of po
final positions for Si~111! in the intralayer and generalized diffusion models.

The parameterE2 characterizes the kinetics of incorporation/detachment of at
on the faces of the elementary layers. These processes were investigated by the
tion method of Ref. 5, where forE250.2 eV good agreement with experiment w
obtained. Since in our model an adatom on a smooth surface has one neighbor in t
and three in second coordination spheres, the activation energy of surface diffusio
be expressed asEA5E113E2. At the same time, the valueEA51.360.2 eV was ob-
tained experimentally in a number of works. We employed the valueEA51.34 eV,5

which corresponds toE150.74 eV.

The probability that an atom from a molecular beam reaches the surface over tt
is

pF52FtNXNY ,

whereF is the molecular flux density~bilayer/s!.
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The growth processes on a smooth Si~111! surface in the Gilmer model and in th
generalized model presented above proceed identically.

A 1603160314 layer, through which cylindrical openings penetrate, was take
the substrate. The cylinders were distributed randomly over the surface and or
along the normal to it. The number and radius of the cylinders are parameters o
simulation.

Two competing processes occur during epitaxy on a porous substrate: island g
and overgrowth of pores on the free surface. The specific nature of the first process
to the presence of effective sinks in the form of pores, and that of the second is d
interlayer diffusion.

Figure 1 shows a fragment of a layer at different stages of epitaxy. A graduated
of tones from dark to light with increasing height relative to the initial surface is use
show the surface relief. Islands of the next layer are indicated by the light color. T
islands grow by incorporation of adatoms at the boundaries. The adatoms reachi
surface of small islands from a molecular beam diffuse rapidly to the boundary and
into a lower-lying layer and are incorporated. Under the conditions of the comp
simulation (T51000 K,F51.15 bilayers/s! the formation of pendant configurations an
‘‘frozen-in’’ vacancies at the boundaries of the islands, though not forbidden, is unlik
The transverse sections shown on the end faces~pores — dark tone, silicon — light tone!
make it possible to follow the evolution of the structure of the pores over depth. On
see that the main changes in the pores occur in the upper monolayers. This justifi
choice of a thin surface layer of the substrate as the object for simulation.

The process by which pores become overgrown is random. However, stati
analysis of the bond configurations formed between the structure and the atoms dif
along the pore walls reveals some general laws. At first, an unstable nucleation
forms at the edge of a pore — an atom secured by two bonds on the lateral surfac
pore~Fig. 2a!. The nucleation center forms a third bond with the structure and beco
stable after a new atom attaches to it. Thus, as atoms are added, a pendant laye
two diatomic layers thick forms along the perimeter of a pore and gradually closes
can be shown that desorption processes do not destroy an unstable nucleation
before a new atom attaches to it. Assuming that the activation energy of deso
depends on the number of first and second neighbors asEDS5E1DSN11E2DSN2 and
comparing its value for a smooth Si~111! surface 2.1 eV~Ref. 6! with the activation
energy of surface diffusion 1.34 eV~2.1/1.345 1.57!, we obtain the following estimate
for the parametersE1DS andE2DS :

E1DS'E1•1.5751.16 eV, E2DS'E2•1.5750.31 eV.

Then the probability that an atom in a pendant layer desorbs can be estimated fro
ratio to the probability of a diffusion hop:

pDS~N1 ,N2 ,T!/p~N1 ,N2 ,T!'exp~~E12E1DS!•N11~E22E2DS!•N2!/kT).

For the configurationN151, N252, corresponding to the least strongly bound atom
the pendant layer, forT51100 K we havepDS /p'1.231023. Since this is an uppe
limit, the contribution of desorption to the process leading to the formation of a pen
layer can be neglected at temperaturesT<1100 K.
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As long as the diameter of a still-open pore is sufficiently large (>10 interatomic
distances!, the growth front of the pendant layer is divided among six distinguis
directions, reflecting the symmetry of the Si~111! structure. This explains the tendenc
for the shape of a pore edge to transform from round to hexagonal. As the pore gro

FIG. 1. Fragment of a porous Si~111! layer at different stages of Si epitaxy: a! Before epitaxy starts, b! after a
0.25 bilayer is deposited, c! after 0.5 bilayers are deposited (T51000 K,F51.15 bilayers/s!.
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size, random fluctuations intensify the nonequivalence of the distinguished direction
the form of the pore edge changes from hexagonal to triangular~Fig. 2b!.

As a characteristic of the surface morphology of the porous Si~111! layer, the den-
sity S ~Ref. 5!, defined as the fraction of atoms on the vertical sections, was calcul
Figure 3 shows the density of steps as a function of the amount of deposited mater
different porositiesP. At the initial stage the curves have a descending section foP
>0.15. This corresponds to a decrease of the roughness of the growing surface as
of overgrowth of the pores. At this stage the pores are effective sinks for adatoms,
nucleation is suppressed, and most atoms from the deposition beam drift into the
This result agrees with RHEED data3 obtained during Si epitaxy on porous Si~111!. The
roughness continues to decrease up to a certain time, after which it starts to increas
increase inS is due to nucleation and subsequent growth of islands on the surface~Fig.

FIG. 2. Formation of a pendant bilayer. The regular positions in the planes of a Si~111! double layer are
denoted by large and small circles. Occupied positions are marked in black. Bonds with the nearest ne
are shown for atoms in the pendant layer: a! unstable nuclei, b! pendant layer formed by attachment of ne
atoms to stable nucleation centers.

FIG. 3. Density of steps versus the amount of deposited silicon for different substrate porosities:s — P
50, n — P50.18,m— P50.32,j — P50.5 (T51000 K,F51.15 bilayers/s!.
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2b!. The pores become small and they can no longer suppress island growth. In Fig.
can see that the length of the section of decreasingS is proportional to the porosity. This
means that the fraction of atoms drifting into pores grows with increasing porosity,
with increasing effectiveness of pores as sinks. The decrease ofS observed forP
50.18 as the amount of deposited silicon continues to increase is due to the on
quasiperiodic oscillations ofS with a period of one diatomic layer. This corresponds
quasiperiodic changes in surface morphology, which occur during epitaxy of each
sequent biatomic layer. The oscillations ofS appear at a larger thickness of the deposi
layer than in the case of epitaxy on a smooth substrate (P50). For P50.32 andP
50.5 the oscillations start after one biatomic layer has been deposited and for this r
they are not seen in the plot.

When an oxide is present on the walls of the pores, the epitaxy mechanism
change. Taking account of this factor falls outside the scope of our work.

This work was performed on the basis of the Gilmer diffusion model extended t
case of diffusion between layers. For Si~111! modeling revealed a possible detaile
mechanism of growth at the initial stage of epitaxy via the formation of a pendant l
The specific nature of the kinetics of epitaxial growth on porous layers is determine
competition between trapping of atoms in pores and on islands. The approaches
oped during the construction of the generalized model are universal and can be u
analysis of processes with the participation of atomic diffusion on a crystal surface
arbitrary morphology.
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3E. Nossarzewska-Orlowska, D. Lipin’ski, M. Pawlowskaet al., Electron Technology29, 196 ~1996!.
4J. D. Weeks and G. H. Gilmer, Adv. Chem. Phys.40, 157 ~1979!.
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Translated by M. E. Alferieff
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On the relation between conduction and diffusion in a
random walk along self-similar clusters

V. E. Arkhincheev
Buryat Science Center, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
670047 Ulan-Ude´, Russia

~Submitted 26 December 1997; resubmitted 19 February 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 7, 518–520~10 April 1998!

The relation between diffusion and conduction in the random walk of a
particle by means of Le´vy hops is investigated. It is shown that on
account of the unusual character of Le´vy hops, the mobility of a par-
ticle is a nonlinear function of the electric field for arbitrarily weak
fields. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!01607-7#

PACS numbers: 61.46.1w, 72.20.Ht, 66.30.2h

1. The numerical simulation of hopping by means of Le´vy hops has shown that th
points visited during diffusion form spatially well-separated clusters. A more deta
analysis shows that each cluster in turn consists of a collection of clusters. Th
hierarchical structure consisting of self-similar structures is formed.1 A characteristic
feature of Lévy hops is the possibility that at each step a particle is displaced ove
arbitrarily long distance, so that the rms displacement per unit time is infinite, while
probability distribution in the Fourier representation has the form

P~k,t !5exp~2Aukumt !, ~1!

where A and m are positive quantities, 1,m,2. Such distributions are called Le´vy
distributions. A more detailed discussion of Le´vy hops is given in Ref. 2.

In the present letter it will be shown that the Le´vy distribution in an electric field can
be represented in the form

P~k,t;E!5exp~2Aukumt1 ikVt!. ~2!

Then the drift velocity is a nonlinear function of the electric field:

V;E~m21!. ~3!

It should be emphasized that this nonlinearity occurs in arbitrarily weak fields and
consequence of the unusual character of the diffusion. In other words, Ohm’s law~linear
response to a field! is a consequence of the ordinary character of diffusion. For diffus
of a different character Ohm’s law may not apply at all. This result can be elucidate
follows. It is easy to obtain from Eqs.~1! and ~2! a continuity for diffusion along
self-similar clusters in an electric field

@]/]t1~Aukum1 ikV!#N~k,t !50. ~4!
5450021-3640/98/67(7)/4/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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HereN(k,t) is the density of diffusing particles in the Fourier representation, the cur
has diffusion and field components, and the field currentJ5NV has the standard form

Next, we employ the well-known Einstein arguments. In equilibrium the diffus
currentJd is compensated by the field currentJf , and the distribution function must hav
the Boltzmann form

Jd1Jf50, N5exp~2U/kT!, ~5!

whereU is the potential energy. From Eqs.~4! and~5!, using the definition for a deriva
tive of fractional order in the form of a series

ukum5 lim
e→0

~D21e!m5 (
n50

`

Cn
m~D/en!,

we obtain a general expression for the drift velocity

V5exp~U/kT! lim
e→0

~D21e!m22/4/¹ exp~2U/kT!. ~6!

In a uniform electric fieldU52qEx the result~3! obtains.

2. Let us now examine the one-dimensional discrete analog of Le´vy hops.3 Let the
probability that a particle occupies thel th site aftern steps bePn( l ) and let f ( l ) be the
probability distribution of hops over lengths:

Pn11~ l !5 (
m52`

`

f ~ l 2m!Pn~m!. ~7!

Let f ( l ) be given by

f ~ l !5 (
n50

`

a2n~d l ,2bn1d l ,bn!, ~8!

wheredn,m is the Kronecker delta. Then the structure function for such a random wa

l5E f ~ l !exp~ ikl !dl5 (
n50

`

a2ncos~kbn!. ~9!

Note that the structure functionl satisfies the functional relation

l~k!5al~kb!.

Therefore ask→0 it must exhibit power-law behavior with exponentm5 ln a/ln b.
Nonanalytic behavior of the formukum in the limit k→0 with exponentm can be obtained
by a Mellin transform or by the Poisson formula for summing series. See Ref. 3
more detailed discussion.

Let us now introduce anisotropy into the random walk along self-similar clusters
virtue of the specific nature of Le´vy hops a particle can be displaced in one hop over
arbitrary distancebn. For this reason a small anisotropy (11a), wherea5qEs/kT, for
a displacement over a short distances turns out to be exponentially large at large d
tancesbn. Since at each step a diffusing particle leaves a site, the sum of the probab
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W1 andW2 of motion parallel and antiparallel, respectively, to the field must equa
W11W251. Hence we obtain an expression for the probabilities of motion parallel
antiparallel to the field:

W65~16a!bn
/@~11a!bn

1~12a!bn
#.

Therefore the structure functionl(k;E) in the case of diffusion in an electric field b
means of Le´vy hops equals

l~k;E!5 (
n50

`

a2n@cos~kbn!1 i sin~kbn!~W12W2!#. ~10!

Just as in the case of ordinary diffusion, for smallk→0 the second term contains the dr
velocity

V5 i ]l~k;E!/]tuk→05 (
n50

`

~b/a!n$@~11a!bn
2~12a!bn

#/@~11a!bn
1~12a!bn

#%

> (
n50

`

~b/a!ntanh~abn!, ~11!

where tanh(y) is the hyperbolic tangent. To calculate the velocity we employ the Pois
formula

(
n50

`

f ~n!51/2f ~0!1E
0

`

f ~ t !dt12 (
m51

`

f ~ t !cos~2mt!. ~12!

In our case f (t)5(b/a) ttanh(abt). Making the two substitutionst85t ln b and z
5expt8, we obtain f (z)5z2m tanh(az). Therefore V(E)5a/21a (m21)

3@(m52`
` *1

` tanh(z)z2gmdz1*0
atanh(z)z2gmdz#, where the exponentgm5m12pmi/ ln b.

It is easy to see that for smalla the second term in brackets is small compared to the
term. Therefore in arbitrarily weak electric fields we obtain for the velocity the nonlin
~in the electric field! function ~3!.

3. Let us now discuss the results obtained. Both the nonanalytic behavior o
structure function for smallk→0 and the nonlinear electric-field dependence of
velocity in arbitrarily weak fields are asymptotic. A dependence of the form~12! was
predicted earlier in a phenomenological description of anomalous diffusion on per
tion clusters.4 However, an attempt to observe this nonlinearity by numerical simula
of drift on clusters was unsuccessful,5 since in the desired range of fields the electric fie
itself induces traps. These traps are segments of percolation paths directed antipar
the electric field. For this reason, the question of the nonlinear dependence of the ve
on the electric field as a consequence of the anomalous character of the diffusio
remained open, as has the question of the domain of applicability of the phenomen
cal approach. In the present letter the nonlinear electric-field dependence of the ve
was established for a model of diffusion by means of Le´vy hops.

1B. Mandelbrot,Fractals: Form, Chance and Dimension, Freeman, San Francisco, 1977.
2G. Zumofen and J. Klafter, Physica D69, 436 ~1993!; G. Zumofen and J. Klafter, Phys. Rev. E47, 851
~1993!.

3B. D. Hughes, M. F. Shlesinger, E. W. Montroll, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci.~USA! 78, 3287~1981!.
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